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grand total of $9,672 was placed on the
bulletin board. Ur. O. S. Vickery gave a
very encouraging verbal report of other
sums he knew of in towns not reported
that would extend the total to $10 000 or
Giles G. Abbott, Frank I. Wil$12,000
son and Wm. L. i uce spoke for the trustees, expressing their satisfaction of the
work done, the amount raised and the
excellent advertising the institution had
V. A.
Deceived as a result of the drive.
Simmons reported for the initial gift
committee. Mr. Foster tor the city teams,
Mr. Lord for Winterport, Mrs. Carney
Shure for Montville, Mrs. Fred Miller for
Searsmont, Charles Green for Searsport,
Frank
Mason I Stevens for Northport.
I. Wilson resigned as captain of his team
after abandoning his slogan of "$3,000 or
bust,” and consoled himself with the rank
tiis captaincy fell to Mrs.
of corporal,
Eugene L. Steven#, who reported a check
of $100, the very generous gift of Miss
Anne C. Crosby for the drive. Mrs. Cecil
Clay very graciously surrendered the silk
(lig to Mrs. Stevens after holding it for
four of the six nights by the excellent
Chairman Buzzell alwork of her team
lowed none to escape and among those
responding to their names were Mrs Elmer Small, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Supt. E. E.
Roderick, Mrs. V\ m. V. Pratt, James 11.
Cilley, S. A. Parker and others. Thanks
w^re extended to Eugene L. Spear for
suggesting the drive and to Chairman
buzzell for the able manner in which he
bad conducted ths arduous tasks of his
part cf the work
The Universalist society gave a check
for $25 instead of furnishing a supper as
the other churches have done.

ir.g». “We need this i..
/1he
at
said, and it is only by standing ...

Drive

of the intensive
Ust formal supper
Waldo County
j>5 000 tor the
with a
was held Friday evening
the
considering
present
„ number
Mr. S.
counter attractions
and
tb«r
who has had
N. Y
Bird of Biooklyn,
returned Saturday to his home
him the best wishes of all
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a*k

it will survive.
After another solo by

foj

Mrs.

Allen the

various teams reported under the direcBuzzell in a total ol
$6579 for the city with an entire total of

'nital

tion of Chairman

$8373.

Koscoe Black reported $128; H
Mrs. Cecil Clay, $320,

Foster, $118;

A.

Willis Hatch. $121; George W. Luce,
$102 -50; W. L. Luce, $277; S. A. Parker,
was
by $290; Frank I. Wilson, $145.50. Initial
grdnesday’s supper I. O.furnished
O. F
when Gifts Committee, V. A. Simmons, chairLodge,
rora Rebekah
man, reported $2055.
were given and encouragtill reports
The towns which were heard from were
made by members of the
addresses
The city teams reported as as follows: Unity, E. D. Chase, chairman,
amittee
Roscoe Black, captain, $156 60; Monroe, Mr. Twombly, $57.50;
lows; No. 1,
Mr. Young, $250 50; Waldo, Mr.
$
arted '10 5a; No, 2, Capt. Foster, 9; Brooks,
No. 4, Willis Evans, $105 75; Prospect, $58; Stockton
$178.&0;
Clay,
Mrs.
3
No. Springs, Mr. Trundy, $50; North Islestch, $32; No. 5, George Luce, $18;
No. 7, S. A. P irker, boro, Pripet and Dark Harbor, $181; Lib$97;
Luce,
L.
W
making erty, $20; Morrill, A. H. Hatch, chairman,
|6(); No. 8, F. I. Wilson, $144;
$107; Uelinout, $38 50; Northport, $238;
otal of $593.
of the Lincolnville, Joseph Mullin, chairman,
Thursday evening the ladies
and $253.25; Searsport, Mr. Green, chairman,
ptist Society furnished the supper
as $5,013,
$202 37. Mr. Buzzell also reported a suowas
raised
reported
amount
and a scription of $200 from Wm. K. Uilliatt of
th many other pledges in sight
He has been a nurse for 16
of the towns to be heard Searsport.
ge number
and knows what this hospital
years
ini.

iBg'with he

lh whom

,

had dealings,

■

[he Hosing meeting was nem in we- means to the county.
The silk flag which had gone the night
irial Hall Friday evening with a supper
[ted by the ladies of the Federated and before to the team captained by W. L.
At the speakers’ Luce, went to that captained by Mrs.
u*opal churches.
Je were Rev. William F. Skerrye, Or- Clay, and she made the motion that both
ido E. Frost, Hon. H. C. Buzzell, Judge of the silk flags be given to the hospital
lery Bowden of Winterport, Valorus A. and properly inscribed, which motion
mmons, Edward Evans and S. M. Bard.

was

evening’s program was opened by a
cal solo by Mrs. Basil R. Allen, acnpanied by Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.
lairnian Buzzell then introduced Judge
iwd n, who spoke briefly of the general
terest in the drive, but that Winterport
ing only 12 miles from Bangor and 23
>m Belfast, has naturally sent ita pamts to the various Bangor hospitals,
iwever, that town always realizes that
belongs in Waldo county, and it knows
d will contribute to the needs of the
He said that
aldo County Hospital.
were especiale people of Waldo county
favored as to location, and that Nature
d been very kind to it, and especially
Belfast.
Mr. Frost congratulated the chairman
on having such a fine group of men

S. M. Bard spoke briefly of the drive,
and of one contribution of one dollar in

ie

d

women

workers.

"Whether

you

ie $25,000 or not," he said, “never
fore has the Waldo County Hospital
There are in
en so well advertised.”

ite t

county of Waldo three million dollars
estates, and one-tenth of one mill ad-

e

BURGESS-HEIMER.

carried.

Heimer of Sherborn,
Mass.,
of Brookline. The ceremony
amount for her to give,
was performed at 2 p. m., by Rev. Fransubscriptions had been received from
cis A. Foxcroft of Boston, in charge of I
who
bad
people
really had to make a sac1
the St Luke’s (Episcopal) church in the
rifice to do it, but that they had cheerabsence of the rector, Rev. Charles W.
fully given.
Duflield. The bride was given in marMayor C. W Wescott expressed his
father and was attended by
confidence that a substantial amount riage by her
V. Hunter of Newton,
would be raised for the hospital, and he Miss Gertrude
Mass. The groom was attended by Doncongratulated the people of Belfast and
S. Clark of New York, formerly of
those of the county for the good work ald
The bride was charming in a
Belfast.
already done. "While you have not
of brown duvetynand
reached the amount that you started travelling gown
and carried an exquisite bouquet
Georgette
for,” he said, “you have gotten a good
of pink orchids and orange blossoms; the
amount, and more may be forthcoming.
bridesmaid carrying one of pink rose buds
This hospital is now known more widely
The home was dec-

|

over

than ever

a

year,

before,

and

Lenox

generous
tie aaid that

was

a

formerly

and maiden hair ferns.
orated with potted cedars and pink gladioli, relieved with large clusters of white
bartonia. Only relitives and intimate
friends were present, numbering about

and will be known more

widely. The amount of money that you
have gotten isn’t all of the benefit that
will be

derived,

and

it will tend to edu-

cate the people to give in the future.”
S.A Barker of this city, one of the city

lional tax in every town in this county
>uld make an annual income of $1300 captains, Joseph Mullin of Lincolnville
There are only two and Mason I. Stevens of
r the hospital.
Northport spoke
wns, Belfast and Islesboro, upon which briefly and interestingly of their work,
e tax

would amount to more than $100.

the others it would be less than $50.
l urged the county people to bring the
Itter up

before tl eir various town meet-

Wore for Kent
Automobile Row next to Brinks’ Gage, brick and iron covered building suitlie for auto salesroom. Rooms overhead
r,furnished housekeeping apartment or
Bees.
RES IS 36 Northport Avenue, 2£ Bridge
treet, 12-13 Washington Street.
AUTO STORAGE. Summer $4 month,
inter 52.

FOR SALE.

and Mr. Mullin recited
in

a

a

humorous

poem

very clever manner.

Chairman Buzzell said that he felt the
work in this connection

was

not

done,

and urged that a few more days be given
to the drive, as the county teams had
been unable to do very much on account
of fairs, election, bad weather, etc., so it
was

voted to extend the time until next

Tuesday night.
The last of the series of suppers in the
drive was held at the lull luesday evening under the direction of the Hospital
Aid, Mrs. Elmer Small, chairman. Covers were laid for C2 and the menu consisted of lish chowder, crackers, pickles,
doughnuts, cheese, coffee and fruit. At
the speakers’ table were chairman Buzzell, Dr, Elmer Small, Messrs V. A Simmons, Giles G. Abbott and W. H. Lord
of Winterport. The roil call followed the
supper when the total reported for the
city teams amounted tc $578, and with
the reports of Montvillc, .Knox, Waldo,

Union Trailer^amp
Hughes’ Player Piano.
Site for mammouth garage, 100 ft. front,
ridge Street, running to high water
irk; will build if tenants can be fouad.
Two cottages at North Shore.
House 42 Miller Street.
Winterport, Searsport, fslesboro, Liberty,
Iw46
WILLIAM A CLARK
Over Banks' Garage, Clark’s Corner. Searsmont, Northport and Freedom, the

Mrs. S. C. Pattee is visiting friends in
Bangor for a few days.
Mrs. Helen Brown left Monday for
Boston University, where she will take
a

Thomas W. Lothrop, Jr., will leave this
his stuaies at Harvard
Dental College.
week to continue

Bartlett J. Whiting of East Northport
College this fall for

returns to Harvard
his sophomore year.

<

Miss Hazel A. Morey has roturned to
St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland, after a
vacation at her home here.
Miss Hope Dorman will return to ProviR. I., this week to resume her
course at Brown University.

dence,

Florence B, Orcuttof Amesbury, Mass.,

has been spending a week with her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Morey.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Thompson and Mrs
Ida Gray motored to Bucksport Wednesday to attend the Orland fair.
Mrs. Bertha Wetherbee returned to her
home in Boston last week, after a short
visit with her sisters and brother.
Miss Mauu Budges and Mrs. Mildred
Hall and sen Donald of Bucksport were
calling on friends in Belfast Tuesday.

Mrs. Sarah E. Stackpole of Hartford,
is the guest of her aon, Charles
T. Stackpole and family, 44 Cedar street,

Conn.,

!

fifty. There was an informal reception
followed by a luncheor. When the bride
cut the wedding cakethe most interestMiling souveuior, the ring,Vent to Miss
The
Mass.
of
Wollaston,
licent Chapman
bride’s gift to her bridesmaid was a gold
chain and pencil; the groom’s gift to his
bride a bracelet and to his best man, a
silver belt buckle. The display of bridal
gifts were very abundant including some
beautiful
wonderful pieces of silver,
electrical appieces of linen, cut glass,
pliances, checks, gold coin etc. Mr. and
Mrs. Burgess left by auto for a wedding
home
trip and on their return will be at
at 60 Cypress street Providence, R. I. The
friends in Belgroom has many admiring
fast, where he is held in the very highest
He served in the Navy during
esteem.
the World war with the rank of ensign
Providence.
now in business in
and is
His bride is a most charming young lady
and made friends during her visit here
with the groom’s mother, shortly after
Several
the engagement announcement.
her honor. It
parties were then given in

wish of many that the
is the
charming success of their marriage may
be extended through the years of a long
and happy wedded life.
earnest

and

Mrs.

Edw

K.

n

Thayer

of

Brookline, Mass., arrived Saturday for a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo
Brown.
Mrs. Margaret J. Wade closed her sumhome on Northport avenue Wednesday and left by motor lor her home in
New York.
mer

Hill, Raymond O.
Albert Morey will return to
their different courses at the Boston University this fall.
Miss

Young

Agnes M.

and

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Livermore

Falls, Universalisl Church, formerly of
Belfast, has resigned to accept a call to
Orange, Mass.
Miss Ruth, only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore, will continue
her studies at La Salle Seminary, Auburndale, Mass., this week.
Herbert Young, who spent the last six
weeks with his aunt, Mrs. Albert D.
Mowty, is now in the Masonic Hospital
in Chicago for treatment.

Mr, and Mrs. Ralph M. Carter have reto their home on Congress street
after spending the summer with their
son, Pembroke Carter, in rreedom.

turned

Mrs.

Louise

Pottle,

Mrs.

Elmer

St.

Clair, Mrs. Cora Wentworth of Rockport
and Miss Mabel Pottle of Washington,
D. C., were calling on friends in town
this week.
Mrs. Aimee K. Pratt of Boston, who is
visiting relatives here, left Tuesday by
auto accompanied
by her sister, Mrs.
Etta K. Weymouth, for a visit with relatives in Bangor.
Theodore C. Bratnhall aud Carroll S.
Parker left Monday lor Waterville,where
the former will continue his course and
the latter enter upon the studies of the
Freshman year ot Colby College.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Aiuslie have arrived from Syracuse, N. Y., and as soon
begin houseas the r goods arrive will
keeping in their home, formerly the
street.
Marshall house on Cnurch
Mrs. Emma K. Kochersperger of Boston has arrived from an extended trip
abroad including visits in Norway, Sweden, Germany and Denmark and will
spend a few weeks with relatives in Bel-

fast.
George O. Tapley of Brooksvillo is
spending a vacation with his uncle and
aunt, Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley.

He will leave the last of the week to
continue bis studies in the Portland High
school.

The Misses Louise O’Rourke and Coreta Gray, who have been the guests
of the latter's grandmother, Mrs. Ida
Gray in Union street for tde past two
weeks, have returned io their homes in
Portland.
Mr.

have definite ideas of the Duty and
Privilege of a Bank. We believe it
exists for the CONVENIENCE, SAFETY
and DAILY USE of the Community.

WE

We want YOU to feel free to come HERE
and consult us at any time, as well as to

Open

an

Account.

The SAFETY, SERVICE and COURTESY
this Bank affords accounts for its RAPID
GROWTH.

Assets Over $4,000,000

and

Mrs.

Melvin

E.

Wood,

and

Mr. and Mrs. Joel P. Wood and son Francis motored to Hampden Sunday and
guests of Mr. aud Mrs. Horace
Mr. aud Mrs. F.ed Deane of
Deane.
Boston were also guests.
were

Mrs. Leroy Cobbett of Melrose, Mass.,
formerly Miss Alice Macomber of this
citypwho has been in charge of the music
at Washington Cam;meeting, also lectured on the Music of the Bible there and
She has been the guest
at Port Clyde.
of Mrs. Mary S. W hitmore.

City National Bank, Belfast
f

for

the

more

young,

which it stands, for the like reason.
While many such are quite mistaken in
their judgments, there are perhaps too
many who are right when they condemn
Christian people for a lack of the gracious
marine s, tolerant, courteous speech, and
gentle aimplicity, that real religious faith
and habit ought to impart to every life.
They who believe that truth is always
ultimately victorious in every warfare,
that life grows better and better, and i*
predestined to a glorious consummation,
ought surely to be the happiest of all
people. Let it be a part of our endeavor
to make this beauty vialbie.
lor

HENRY W. MACK lb
Henry Warren Mackie died in hi* home
Belfast, Sept. 14th, aged 86 years.
He was born in Palmyra, the son of Giles
and Dorcas Batcheider Mackie. In young
manhood he married Mias Belle Ranger,
who survives him. Their union was ideal
in every respect, and during his last
severe illness she was untiring in her
devotion and care of him. For many
years Mr. Mackie was engaged in the
coal and wiod business in St. Paul, Minn.,
doing a large and profitable business.
About 12 years ago be came to North
Belfast and bought a small farm, where
He was a quiet*
he has since resided.
unassuming man, industrious, strong iia
his likes and dialikes, and always stood
for what was right and just in the community. He was a member of Timothy
at North

Chase

Lodge,

F.

& A.

M., joining by

■

demit from hia lodge in St. Paul, from.
which he received a veteran’s medal of
He also waa a member of Primhonor.
rose Chapter, O. E. S., and an Odd FeU
Besides his wife he was survived
low.
three
sisters, Miss Louise Brown and
by
Mrs. Belle Staples of Lowell, Masa., and
Mrs. Henry Ladd of Searsmont. The remains were taken to Lowell for burial
Saturday, accompanied by Mrs. Mackie
and her sister, Mrs. Addie Merriam.

j

ton lor a short visit before Miss KatherNorton,
ine enters Wheaton College,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs J. A. Dowling of Brookline, Mass., and their guests, Mr. and Mr.
Arthur Williams of Washington, D. C,
have been guests the past week of Mr.
Dowlings’ aunt, Miss Louise Cunningham
of Swanville.

Mrs. Louise B. Brooks, who has been
employed for sometime in the W. M.
Randall store, and before that in the
same location by Mrs. E. P. Carle, is
in the millinery shop of
now assisting
Miss Louise H. Ferguson.

Misses Mary and Agnes Cullinan, accompanied by their niece, Miss Agnes
M. Hill returned to Salem, Mass., Mon-

appear
beautiful. In one of the Psalms the
writer says: “One thing have I asked of
the Lord, that will I seek after, to behold
the beauty of the Lord, and to inquire in
his temple.” In another we read that the
people “offered themselves willingly in
the beauty of holiness.” Scarcely need
it be said that if life in any aspect is
beautiful, this ought to be true of our
religious life. Young people too often
fail to be attracted hy religion.
It appears to them as unreal as the snows of
yester-year, or the flowers of a by-gone
summer.
Possibly they are not as much
at fault as we who are older.
If religion
does not make the everyday life more
courteous to young and old, more patient
more

Cord Wood

Guaranteed cord of green wood, $10.00.
Stove length, $14 00; furnace size, $12.00,
C. O. D.
Will guarantee these prices if
ordered in September for future delivery.
Tel. 179-24
3w37
C. C. ROGERS.

Stitchers Wanted
—AT—

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY
Bridge Street, Belfast.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE

after spending the summer in BelMiss Hill will refast and Northport.
sume her studies at the Boston Univer-

day,

sity.
Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham of Somerville, Mass., the well known story and
playwright, has been spending ithe past
week with her cousin, Mrs. Mary E. Norris, and other relatives. She has been
visiting in Bangor and will visit in Hallowed and Portland before returning
home.

Specials
3 pkgs
All
Flavors tor

P. & G.
Aruo
Sunny

It is with pleasure and a high degree of
satisfaction that we can say to the citizens of
Belfast and Waldo

County that:

Mr. Charles

Hubbard

H.

for 25 years with the Bangor Savings Bank
ana for the last 5 years with the National
City Company, a subsidiary of the National
City Bank of New York, has become associated with us as Treasurer.
Mr. Hubbard is well known to many of
the citizens in the communities that we serve
and is anxious to get acquainted with all of
them. Come in and say “Hello!”

Thus, again, we prove that we are earnestly striving to give you a Banking Service

Courtesy, Safety and Satisfaction

BABBITT'S
CLEANSER

Rolled Oats 6 lbs. 25q
X Flour 98c
Fowl g; 35
Wood’s Market

Announcement

that is unsurpassed in

Sweet Potatoes

57 Mai» si.

considerate

sympathetic toward their impulses and
judgments, we should not be surprised
when they are not attracted by it.
And
not only our young people, but seme who
are older, it may be, feel but slight inter*
| est in the church and the great principles

Waldo County Hospital for training The
sympathetic interest and good wishes of 1
many follow them as they leave for fur- 1
ther preparation for the work of life.
To all who mourn and need comfort—
of to all who are tired and need rest—to all
Mrs. Julia A. Vickery, Past Matron
in
who are friendless ana want friendship—
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., was
the to all who are boneless in our city and
GEORGE M. KELLEY
Brunswick last Thursday to attend
all who pray
school of instruction of the Eastern Star, want sheltering love—to
all
and to all who do not but ought—to
George M. Kelley, a Civil War veteran
Morris L. Slugg, superintendent of the who sin and need a Saviour, and to whoand a highly respected citizen, died at his
Coe-Mortimer Co.’s plant here, returned soever will—this church opens wide its
in
Thursday night from a week’s trip
doors and in the name of Jesus the Lord, home at Kelley’s Cove, Northport, Friday,
Aroostook county and in Woodstock, N. sayt—Welcome.
Sept. 15th. He was born in Freedom,
B.
Feb. 14, 1826, the son of John M. and
The Federated church, Rev. w.
For some
Roxanna (Plummer) Kelley.
Mrs. I. S. Hills of East Northport has
returned from Bangor, where she attend- F. Skerrye, minister; residence 26 High time he lived in Stockton but about 40
for
86-4.
Please
do
not
the
telephone,
of
agents
street;
ed the training class
and sup- fail to telephone the minister of any case years ago moved to Northport, where he
the Spencer rejuvenile corsets
His daughter, Mias
illness or distress where his service has since resided.
of
ports.
helpful. The Sunday morning Georgia Kelley, has devotedly cared for
may be
Mrs. Charles Johnsou of Roswell, New service begins at 10-46; the sermon topic
her sisterhim in his advanced age and made a
Mexico, has been the guest of
next Sunday will be, “Fundamentals
and also for
in-law, Mrs. Mary S. Whitmore
of Faith for the Modern Man; The home for him since the death of his wife.
of
has been visiting Mrs. Abbie Ramsay
Indispensable Factor in the Common He was a member of Excelsior Lodge, F.
Northport.
Task.” A cordial invitation is extend- i & A. M., of Saturday Cove. The funeral
was held Monday and the interment was
Raymond Richards left Monday for ed to all. Here let no man be stranger. in Stockton
Springs. Rev. Wm. Vaughan
“Whosoever thou art that enterest this
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia,
his bro- ! church, leave it not without a prayer for of the Belfast Universalist church ofwhere he has employment with
and feed thyself, for him who ministers, and for ficiated.
ther Clarence, who has a grain
I those who worship here.”
there.
I store
Parents will be invited to present their
Miss Annie Piper, stenographer with
ot
tiarriman
A.
Charles
Mrs.
and
Mr.
I
children for the christening service im- the Milliken and Tomlinson Co., of this
i Bath were in Belfast last Friday on their
mediately after the sermon; ana it is city, is spending her vacation with her
I way to Orono to attend the wedding of
earnestly requested that they whose chil- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Piper and
[ their son, Alonzo Harriman, and Miss dren have not
already been baptized, will and plans to visit with them at the fairs
Pearl Lillian Palmer of Orono.
present them at this time. The chiLd who in Worcester, S'urbridge and Springfield,
Harold Webb, for some time a sub- has not the prayers of the church in his Mass., where their horse, Josephine Sharp,
master in the Belfast high school, and behalf, who is not reared to thinit of the is trotting, Miss Georgie Piper has relater a teacher in Cambridge, Mass., is church as his church, its people as his turned from a seven weeks trip with her
the commercial de- people, and its God as his Father, loses a parents, who have been in Massachusetts,
now at the head of
precious wealth of experience. Sunday Connecticut and Rhode Island.
partment in the Ellsworth high school.
school will follow this service, and it is
Ma. and Mrs. O. E. Frost and daugh- hoped thai every class will be filled.
ter, Katherine E. Frost, B. H. S. ’22,
Religion fails to exert the influence it
left by auto Sunday on their way to Bosmight because it is not made to

WOOD’S

Grapenuts 17cpy

Meth-

Mrs. J. J. Sleeper returned Saturday
from a Bhort visit in Rockland, the guest
and
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
Miss Llewella S. Thorndike.

Monday

The

People'*

Colby; Miss Katherine Frost to Wheaon
College; Miss Mildred Black to Castitne
Normal; Miss Frances Perkins to Northfield Seminary; Miss Dutton to Milo
school; Miss Agnes Nickerson to enter

Misses Ruth Knight and Helen D.
Wescott left Tuesday for Norton, Mass.,
where they will continue their college
courses at Wheaton.

Belfistrelati v es have received news of
the engagement of Dr.'Stanley D. Wil
son, Dean of the Pre-Medical School o
the Union Medical College at Peking
Misa Helen and Miss Frances, daugh" China, to Miss Anna M. Lane of Omaha,
Miss Lane has been located
ters of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Merrian of Nebraska.
The in Peking for the past four years, where
of Morrill, left Monday for Boston.
former who has been employed for some she is a teacher of biology at Peking
The
marriage will take
time in the City National Bank, will take University.
a
business course at Furdett’s College. place before n-xt summer, when they
The latter, who graduated in June from
plan to come t o the United States ta
visit at their homes in Nebraska and
Brown University. Providence, will teach
Belfast.
Mathematies in Wellesley College.

Week-End

and

odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleMrs. Ellen L. Cushman has returned phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
from a visit in West Mcntville and vi- at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
cinity.
Prayer meeting this,
at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Harriman of Thursday, evening
Waterville were recent guests in Belfast
Rev.
The First baptist Churqh.
with relatives and friends.
ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Mrs. Hazel Pottle and three sons of Cedar. Telephone 123-11.
Lincolnville spent last week with Mrs
The appointed services of this church
Ada B. Morton in Belmont.
v.ill be held at 10.45 and 7.30 on Sunday
Mrs. George C. Sauer is visiting rela- with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and ChrisThe midtives in Norwich, Conn., after a short tian Endeavor Society at 6 30.
week service Thursday evening at 7.30
visit in Boston and vicinity.
The pastor’s Sabbath morning sermon
Miss Eunice Linn has returned to her will be on ‘‘The Magnificence of God,”
home in Hartland, after a visit with Mr.
and the topic of the evening address,
and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue.
“Advertised by His Loving Friends,” the
third in the "Am I a Christian” series.
Henry B. Cunningham, clerk in the
Last Sunday evening, speaking on "How
Windsor Hotel, who is having a vacaMay We Know We Are Christians,” the
tion, is on a motor trip to Montreal.
preacher stopped in the midst of his serMiss Ethel Rogers returned to Matta- mon and asked the congregation to coma
vacaplete it, and more than 25 spoke of their
pan, Mass., Monday night, after
tion spent with relatives and friends in Christian experience, the sense of fellowthis ctiy.
ship with God, the peace of a forgiven
life, the strength divine for daily living,
Mrs. Esther Carter of Lynn, Mass., and
of that hope which is an anchor of
has returned home from a few weeks’
the soul. It was an impressive and heartforher
in
Belfast,
visit with relatives
moving service.
mer home.
The attendance of the young peoples
William S. Simpson returned department of the Sunday school last
Mrs.
after Sunday gave the teachers and oilicers
Monday to her home in Fairfield,
L. much encouragement.
Mr. Sauer’s class
spending a week, with Mrs. Horace
of Grammar school boys had 18; Mr. RobMcDonald.
the
to ertson’s class of High school boys, 22;
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Perry returned
Fire Girls, 12;
with Mr. Chinese class, 4; the Camp
Boston last week, after a visit
of girls, 10; Primary,
rela- Mrs. Morris’ class
and Mrs. T. B. Gregory, and other
Other classes also were well repre12.
•
tives in Belfast.
sented. The Senior class, oldest in the
Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Mrs. A. P. Stev- school, has had regular Sunday sessions
been stopping at Bayside and bi-weekly social gatherings through
ens, who have
York, the summer.
for the summer, returned to New
A splendid group of young peopie from
by train Monday.
our church and Sunday school are leaving
returned
Hamilton
M.
Miss Madeleine
their school duties elseafter a this week for
Satnrday to her home in Portland
and Albert Morev
Mrs. where: Raymond Yeung
her
cousin,
with
visit
ten days’
to Boston University; Alton Andrews to
Walter A. Decrow.

CENTS

_FIVE

CHURCHES

Methodist CHURCH.

Miles Higgins of Boston is visiting st
Edmund Greer’s in Belmont.

course.

Mr.

THE

PERSONAL

Wyville Vose is spending a week in
visiting his siater in NorThe marriage of Kenney Albert Bur- Massachusetts,
wood and friends in Lawrence and t1 rank
Albert
C.
Hon.
the
late
son
of
only
geas,
lin.
and Mrs. Elizabeth Kenney Burgess of
Mrs. W C. V ose returned last Saturthis city and Helen Lenox Heimer, took day from a ten days’ visit with her
of
home
at
the
daughter, Miss Wilda Vose, in Norwood,
place Friday, Sept. 15th,
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mass.

pennies, which had been given by an old
lady, who had been collecting the pennies

for

PERSONAL

■

w. m

Waldo Trust

Company

(The Community Bank)

„

BELFA8T
BROOK8

CA8TINE

UNITY

The people of thie country have given
than *5,000.000,000 during the iaat
eight years for food and clothing for the
starting ind ill ciad in Europe. After this
munificent charity there are people, some
of them American citizens, who are saying that "America has deserted the
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The

Co.

Family

FREE a I LA5i OF
KIDNEY MOLE

mo-e

The Hills homestead at East

l.

rrOWN. Fditor.

P or one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 3.5 cents for each subsequent

*

In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms
$2.00 a year, 11.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three monthE

Cpuntry Club

QUOTATIONS.

|

The mind has a t' ousand eyes.
And the heart but one;
Yet the light of a whole life dies
When love is done.”

|

*750,000,000

was

loaned to

European nations, cities and corporations,
and during the first half of this year
about $300,000,000 was so loaned to them.

1

tion

the part of America

on

nor

by her

LOUIS OLOUS

people.
_

Quite a cumber of the large hotels and
office buildings in New York city have
arranged for the installation of oil burning equipment. The work in the Metropolitan Life Insurance Building is well
under way and when completed will furnish heat for 17,000,000 cubic feet of

“Like tides on a crescent sea-beacb,
When the moon is new and thin.
Into our hearts bigh yearnings
Come welling and surging in—
Come from the mystic ocean.
Whose rim no foot has trod,—
Some of us call it longing
%
And o hers call it God.”
—Carruth.

TRUCE, NOT

A

A

Operations in the sott
vigorously underway and

generate

electrical

energysufficient to run 30,000 electric bulbs and
power for the fifty story building’s forty

eight elevators. The new system will
obviate the use of 1000 tons of coal a
month.
Eight of the boilers formerly
used will be taken out and those remain
ing will be equipped for oil burners. Fuel

TREATY.
coal mines

will

space,

oil for heating and for power costs less
than coal, is cleaner to handle, saves

are

the anthracite

labor and is more efficient than coal. The
Much of
following great buildings are also now
Atlantic
using or are about to install an oil burnStates is coming from Europe and the
ing system:— Wanamaker’s, Columbia
rapidly growing output of domestic soft
University, Ritz—Carlton Hotel, Park
coal will, before winter shuts in, be amAvenue Hotel, Knickerbocker Building,
ple for the interior of the country. There Fleischman’s and many other large buildof
will, doubtless, be a great shortage
ings.
anthracite, perhaps till mid winter, but
who
have
miners
the 150,000 anthracite
The news disprtch^s tell us that Mr.
recently returned to work will be able to W, G. McAdoo has announced that he

I
j
I

a

sup.rvision

ent

to

the

distribution

50c
At:

doubtless be

coal, we ought to.be able to get ton lots
from time to time, as Deeded after that
date. Until then there will be economyin the use of coal by householders every -;
where which will, of course, result in
hastening the day when our coal supplywill become normal.
The battle raged between the miners
and the operators for five months. The
miners held out stubbornly and the soft

G.

mismanaged
railroads of this country.
Mr. Cox

weeks in

Europe,

as

the

ran’’ in

he says, “to obtain

the British viewpoint.” Remembering
coal miners have prevented a reduction the British shipping policy, the British
of wages until April 1st, and the anthra- trade policy and British ambitions to rule
cite miners until August 31st of next the world) all wool, yard wide Americans
To this extent they have beaten believe that Mr. Cox should get the
year.
the operators and this, they claim, is a American viewpoint or give up his astremendous victory but it cost the min- piration to be president of the United

ers a

loss of about

{250,000,000

in wages.

gathering against them and that it
was not safe to play “Fox and Geese’’
cesany longer, and took to cover. The
sation of hostilities seems to us to be Last years’ crop was 346,82.3,000 bushels
merely a truce with a time limit. There and the average crop for the 5 year peris no treaty- of peace. We believe the iod, 1917-1921, was 385,391,000 bushels.
contest will reopeD soon after the present
It is said that Maine is to have priority
truce has ended. It is no use to discuss
in the shipment of hard coal and that no
the
as
but
for
operaminers wages now,
serious car shortage is expected.
tors and the profiteers, whether transwas

portation companies, corporations or inare concerned, they should be-

NORTH SEARSPORT

dividuals,

come and continue to be very much alive
topics until some means can be devised
to prevent them from taking excessive
profits. The public must protect itself

very

Mrs. Anna Nickerson and Sarah Harris
went

in some way from being robbed.

“The soul of the profiteer is in his
Docket and his hand is in the pockets of
the

Elrien Smart still remains

Mr.

poorly.
to Dark Harbor one day recently.

Mrs. Callie Harriman visited her brother, Mr. Fred

people."

Ellis, of Stockton recently.

Mr. Eddie McGinnis of Brunswick visited his mother,

STILL 'UNDER CONSIDERATION.

McGinnis at Cold

Mrs.

Spring farm.

Mr. Campbell and Miss May Putman
its present form the injunction forbids
all railway employees, attorneys, union of Vest Vinterport visited at Mrs. Ida
agents, associates and ail persons acting Marden’s recently.
with them trom interferiing with or inMiss Evelyn Spaulding, a student at
structing railway companies in the per-i Bangor high school, returned to Bangor
formance of their duties as public ser- Sunday, Sept. 10th.
vants. The injunction order specifies in
Mr. George Dick and family, who have
detail all tbe acts which roust not be been at Cold Spring farm, have motored
committed, but it is sufficient to enuroei- back to Massachusetts. —
ate but few of them: It prohibits any
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Nickerson of Evinterference with employees engaged in
erett,
Mass., visited his mother, Mrr.
inspecting or repairing trains or other Anna Nickerson
recently.
as
to
well
aa
any
atiegnpts
equipment
Mr. and Mrs. Keene, Mr. and Mrs
prevent persons from freely entering or
Scribner of Pittsfield, Mass., Mi's. Ada
continuing in the employment of the
of Roxbury,
railroads for such purposes, or to injure Linekin and Mrs. Hathaway
and Eddie
Mr.
Maker
Stanley
Mats.,
in
the
railroads
of
employees
or annoy
Price of Everett, Mass., were the gueata
going to or returning from me place they
oi Mrs. Anna Nickerson and Sarah Harare employed, pi, at any time, to annoy
ris
recently. Mr. and Mrs. Keene and
violence
or
inthem by threat, physical
Mr. and Mrs. Scribner motored through
suiting language.
The officers of tbe unions are prohibited in their Buick car.

tempt

state-

SCHOOLS RANK FOURTH
IN STATE REVENUE

ments or suggestions to members with
reference to acts which they ahall per-

MAINE

form before they abandon railroad employment, or to induce employeea to
wi hdraw from auch employment or to
induce others from entering it, or to allow the use of the fnode of the uniona to
promote the doinga of the acta complained of. It ia believed that if a permanent
injunction Ta granted the court will greatly modify these laat

The Maine rating is high in regard to
the number of students attending High
school, and Maine has-a high rating for
carrying the studenta clear through and
this year seems to be stronger than ever.
Dr. Thomaa states that he bad just noticed from the figures of the Bureau of
Education which appeared in the September issue of the School Board Journal
that Maine stood in fourth place in the 48
States of the Union in regard to State
school' revenue and distribution. The
first four States in order are as followa:
1st, Nevada, 826.48 per capita; 2nd, Vermont, 818.69 per capita; 3rd, Utah, 817.33
per capita; 4th, Maine, 816 12 per capita.
The next States in order are: Delaware,
815 06; and California, 812.47. Maine has
come forward strongly in regard to the
financial status of the school system in
the past few years.

■

prohibitions._
of Mothers

Know lu Value.
The Family Medicine
for Coughs, Colds, Colic
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Chilblains, Insect Bites

[Thousands
___

-It wens Co- Homy. Ms.

YOU* MONEY ■•FUNDED,

M,ri—-t—s.-^-<

J

—

to

compel

STAND

men

to

FROM

UNDtR.

<

[

I
j

a

"Bet-

i

•

1

i

cluded Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tabor of Los
Angeles, Calif., their guests, Mr and
Mahoney, Henry HerMrs. George D
rick of Bristol, Conn who was visiting*
his brother, George Herrick of Northport,
Miss Myrtle M. Herrick of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs, James Cooper and two children of Boston, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Black. The Herrick family came from
England in 1600 and settled first in Salem,
Miss.
Shortly after some of them came
to Sedgwick and later came to Northport.

following transfers in real estate
recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds for the week ending Sept.
II, 1922:
Bertha M. Coggins, Hampden, to Alice
M. Phillips, Boston, Mass.; land in Lincolnville.
Northport Wesleyan Grove CampmeetNorihpcrt, to Addie Bennett,
ing Asso
Bangor; land in Northport,
Lennie E. Miller and Lucius S Russ,
Lincolnville, to City National Bank, Bel- |
fast; standing lumber in Linco uvllle.
Lucius S. Russ, Lincolnville, to City
The

National

Bank, Belfast;

Charles L.

She

over half the gover
had wired the Editor that their States
ktood behind Better Homes for America.
The Delineator has suggested that they
appoint committees of men and women at
t e State capitals and at the county seat
of every county in their States to plan a
Better Homes demonstration for the seThe Delineator
cond week of October
offers to be a bureau of information for
any county seat undertaking this work
You may develop a Better Homes Campaign in y our tow n at practically no cost.
Campaigns have been conducted at the
cost of insurance of property and printing
of cards
Boards of trade and banks,
building- and d*partments of education
are almost invariable willing to do their
ors

j
J

180

Kendall
Whitney, Portland, Me.
Supplying Agricultural Needs since 1858.

Thought

It Was

Jazz

RED
GRANITE

oand.

At a dance recently refre-hments were
being prepared in the Kitchen w hen some“Shall we
pans.
one dropped several
dance?” a young swam Immediately asked his partner —Nodswav Democrat

N»wton,

to

and bu Idings in Btlfast

We are headquarters lor
red granite. We have in J
stock cfr in transit
J

Obeyed Orders

Mistress—Oh, Jane, and I told you to
notice when the jam boiled over’
It was a
New Maid—So I did, mum.
quarter past 11.

J

!

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, WesfeM
ly, R. 1. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, INiantfc,
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red Wisconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red.

j

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

IMPORTED

Beers Red,

to freeze in that northwest
corner of the world, but today they live
as comfortably as in the State of Maine.
Shortly after this territory was acquired
by the United States, Capt. William T.
Dodge of Welchville, Me., then in the
regular rrmy, was stationed up there. He
married during this detail to a
was
Welchville girl. Miss Minerva King, and
they went up there to spend their honeymoon. Their habitation was in a dugout
with only the roof sticking out of the
ground. Their first child was born dur-

ing the time they were leading this primitive life, and Mrs Dodge wrote home to
her parents in Welchville that her baby
was Baking mud pies on the parlor floor.
It might be interesting to state that at
that time there was only one mail each
way during the year.

CENTER MGNTV1LLE
Misa Mary Bennett is a student at Bliss
Buaineas College in Lewiston.
Frank Hills of Rockland was a recent
guest of Chester A. Gray.
Mrs. F. A. Luce has been in Belfa •*,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Peters.
Mrs. E. L. Bennett and Mias Mary Binnett have returned from a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Poland of Lancaster. Maas.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wing of Ept
Lynn. Mr. and Mrs. Willis Davis of Marl*
boro, Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred W. Mason.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Balmoial Red

Magda Red,

CALL AND SEE THEM.

9

expected

Write today for our
page^catalog. It's FREE.

These groups have organiz <tions which
do the greater part of the work. Y ou
will find that the intelligent people of
>i>ur community will support this campaign. If the governor of your State has
not appointed a committee write to us for
help.

lumber in Lin

ing, Belfast,

important
Within a few days

can

colnville.

W'ay, do; land

j

part.

were

A. S.
No collection

For every penny of its
selling price, WHITE
House Coflee gives fullest
m msure

of

pleasure
JUST

satisfaction
IT.

I

no

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,
Collections

pay.

everywha

Creditors Mercantile Agency

and
TRY

C. L. FISH, Manager,

M --1

35 Miller

Belfast, Maim

Street,

Write, call

Tel. 370.
Better Than

Jiche?

a

or

phone.

Coughs and Colds, Head* \
ache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism |
and All Aches and Pains

MuetarJ Hatter

For

**"

When you’re eufferlng from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

Things have changed in Alaska during
the past year, according to a returned
traveler. The nev government railroad
has been completed as far as Tanana
River, so now one can travel by Pullman
or observation cha rcar.Jwhere only a little whila ago it was don team or nothing.
Either people’s feelings have changed or
Only a few years ago
the climate baa.
one

likely lo like il

ter Homes” demonstration recently, said
that he would like it to be nation wide,
And now there is going to be a “Better
Homes Campaign” condu'ted by The De-

]
j

Iransfers in Real Estate

work against

Eight comets are due to put in an appearance this year—that is, if astronomers have made the right calculations.
None of them have been seen so far, but
two unexpected celestial visitors have
The first one, which was
come our way.
discovered at the African observatory,
Cape of Good Hope, January 20th, evidently was shy of us and could only be
The later
seen as a
telescopic object.
one, known as Skjellerup’s comet, first
seen
May 17th, was not much better.
Study of its orbit has caused astronomers to make a guess that it has been
here before. They think it may have
been Grigg’s comet which visited us in
1902.
Of those which are expected are
Brorsen's, which was last seen in 1879,
, and Barnard’s which was in our part of
the sky in 1884. There are two which
I make periodic visits every seventy-five

~

from issuing instructions, public

■

good

a

years, DeVico’s and Brorsen’s long peMiss Bab Howard of Swanville has i riod comets.
Metcalf’s comet, which
been visiting at her father’s, Mr. Ray- took a look at us in 1966, and that swifter sport of light, Taylor’s which was here
mond Howard.
Daniel’s and
no longer ago than 1916.
The summer boarders at Lake View Perrine’s may also show themselves at
farm have all returned to their homes in i some time during the remaining months
of the year.
Massachusetts.

The injunction against interference
with the operation of the railroads is still
before the court which will, in a few
days, decide wbether the temporary injunction shall become a permanent one,
In
in its present or in a modified form.

1

THECHICAGoInJUNCTION

their wills but it undertakes to protect
men in their right to work in jobs other
The inmen have voluntarily vacated.
junction prohibits no act not directed
against the resumption of operations by
the railways.
States.
Under the injunction no man who is attending to his own business and noTseekIt is estimated that 22,680 000 bushels
ing to coerce, annoy, obstruct or injure
of potatoes will be raised in Maine this others will be interfered with in the least.
Last year’s crop was 37,152,000 No one who is not attempting to prevent
year.
the resumption of railway traffic, no one
bushels and the average crop for the 5
who is not trying to bring about indus1917
year period,
1921, was 25,121,000 trial paralysis and economic chaos by
b ushels.
keeping the trains from moving, has any
to believe that the injunction is
The crop of the U S. for 1922 is esti- reason
directed against him.
mated as likely to be 438,000,000 bushels.

Had the operators held out the miners
would have been starved into submission
in les, than five months more, and the
only reason why the operators yielded
was because they dared not do otherwise.
They knew a storm of public indignation

i

deal more interested in playing politics
than in helping labor.
The injunction does not require anyone
It does not prohibit anyto go to work.
It does not seek
one from quitting work
to interfere with workmen quitting work
It deals with a situation in
en masse.
have already struck
which workmen
work.
The injunction prohibits interference by these men and others with the
railway lines in their effort to resume
operations--a resumption demanded by
public opinion and by public necessity.
Not only does the injunction not at-

the last
presidential campaign has spent a few
who “also

f

size 25c.

politicians

are

iineator magazi le.
This telegram was sent to every Governor in the United Slates:
“Will you co-operate with the Delinea
A picnic dinner tor in a Better Homes Campaign by proof the family present.
week of
After the business claiming in your State second
was served at noon.
1
Earnestly
October Better Homes Week?
was spent socially,
afternoon
the
session
I
; hope your State will be represented in this
Relatives coming from a distance inmovement.”

,TIVES

Democratic partisan

President Harding, witnessing

I

Searsport avenue, East Belfast, on Labor
Day. There were about 40 descendants

The most preposterous statements are
being made by loose-mouthed radical
leaders concerning the meaning of the
injunction granted by Judge Wilkerson
in Chicago upon the initiative of Attorney General Daugherty.
The statement of Mr. Gompers that it
imposes involuntary servitude upon workers is typical of the wild misrepresentations given publicity by Socialist and

exerted in favor of son-in-

McAdoo

j.’.'O, trial

COFFEE
You

BETTER HOMES FOR AMERICA.

The Herrick family, another of North
port’s ol est ami highly respected families, held their reunion at the tesidence of
Roscoe and Mary <Herrick> Black on

|

INVOLVES

We think the next Democratic national convention will look
further.
The league of nations will
never again be a party slogan and this
generation of men will never forget how

William

6 for

box,

a

WHAT

law William.

of

Erqest Griffin of Somerville,Mass.,

Mr
and

present.

Limited, UGl)E.Vsi5UIIG, X.Y.

will be a candidate for president in 1924.
This would seem to put Mr. Cox out of
Mr. Wilson’s influence will
the running.

decent service by the transportation companies and if the Fuel Administrators of the several States give effici-

have

is

Hilla Pendleton, daughter of Mr. and MrsOscar Hills, and her daughter Mary were

|

LOUIS GLOUR-

miners are returning to work.
the soft coal needed in the

put out 27,000,000 tons between now and
the first day of next January. If we can

Don’t forget the date of the fair which
Fair
to be held at Tranquility Grange
grounds on Wednesday, Oct 4th.

(

|

45 Lakeside Ate., Marlboro, Mass.
‘‘Four years ago, when I first
learned of ‘‘Fruit-a-tives”, I was
suffering severely with Kidney
Trouble and Rheumatism. I had
contracted a bad cold. My back pained
all the time, hurting badly when I
stooped or attempted to lift anything
and my Kidneys would not act.
Beginning the use of “Fruit-a*
tives” (I had read good accounts of this
famous fruit medicine in the Montreal
French papers) I soon found they were
the remedy I required.
In three weeks time, I felt like £.
new person.
However, I kept on
with the treatment and was absolutely rid of every symptom of Kidney Trouble and Rheumatism”.

**

••L.F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine

Grange in Freedom

!

*

“If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain;
If I can ease one life the aching,
Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin
Unto his nest again,
I shall not live in vain.”
—Emily Dickenson

J

Mr. P Clement of Merrill. M*tne. s»v. »hout
\V> have used it for the
it:—• 11 is a great imdiiine.
list 2.^ rear* and it has done all that if clniras to do.
I am willing for > u to publish tin* statement."
-Inti'-rs when von tise the True **L F."
r r
You art t .k
Medi> ice. All dealers hart it. Large bottle 50 erqta.

Rr-,.1

Mr. William Trafton, accompanaed
nesday, a delightful day, the dinner was | by Mrs. Waldo Richardson and son of
been passing
served under the trees on the lawn, when Maplewood, Mass w ho has
a
lew days at Hall’s cottage, have rei covers were laid for over 75 of the deturned home.
scendants. The hours were spent socially
Mrs. Mary Y'oung, also Dr Frank Jones
and in recalling many events of other
and wife of Boston, who have been visit
etc.
dev
topics,
years, discussing presint
ing at ‘‘Twin Elm Farm” returned Sept.
A large number came from Union, where 9th, accompanied by Mrs. Horace Miller,
for a few days
i the Hills family has been prominent (or who will visit in Boston
throu .h Maine
!
Lin- They have been touring
years; also from Belfast, Camden,
and while here motored to Bar Heroor
and
Boston.
Bangor
colnville. Unity,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. A. H. MilFrom the last mentioned city Mrs. Esther ler and Mrs. Ada Morton.

These facts show that there is no deser-

—oourdillon.

“L.F." Atwood's Medicine is the same safe, potent,
reliable remedy, for dyspepsia, loss of appetite, nausea. biliousness er siek hoadnobe as it always has
been for nearly seventy years.

Mrs
Roy Allen of Camden
L. S. Russ’.
at
10
Sept.
passed
I
A large delegation from here attenie
Camden
in
celebration
the Labor Day
Mon. J S Mullen and wife, also A. L.
Yotng and A H. Miller, attended Pomona

|

foreign municipalties and corporations.
Last year American private capital to
the amount of

returned from

•

and

Mr.

North Shore.
I
beautifully located farms on the Maine
coast. At the fami y gathering last Wedt

institutions have loaned, during the last
four years, more than *2,000,000,000 to

‘The night has a thousand eyes.
And the day but one;
Yet the light of the bright world dies
With the dying sun.

and Goif Club grounds and
In all it is one of the moat

visit in Boston.

a

built the home many

The farm at one
Pearl (Knowlton' Hills
time comprised what is now the home of
Isaac S. and Lulu (Carter' Hills, the

done, American financial

has

ernment

Mrs. Addie Ross has just

scene

years ago
Later it was the home of Oscar and Almatia (Mahoney' Hills and is today the
residence of their son, Henry G. and

the prosecution of the war and some of
it was loaned as late as June of last year.
In addition to the above which the gov-

laaertion.

the

who

"
Owe His Health To Fruit-a-tives”
The Famous Frvit Medicine.

armistice was signed our
government has advanced to the nations
of Europe *715,626,475 and these loans
are entirely outside the money loaned for
the

Since

Northport

Wednesday, Sept. 6, of a
very large gathering of the descendants
of Vina I E. and Cordelia (Robbins' Hills,
was

world.”
A.

LINCOLN'ILLE

Reunions

ALL DRUGGISTS
35c and 65c, jar* and tube*
Hospital size, $3.00

j

^

neuralgia,
or

pain from any othar cause, try

Expert

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
One

two and tha pain stops
no hablt*formlng drugs
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
Amk gmvr Druggimt

your

or

Repairing

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

There are two costs In
Tne
first cost is for the paint;
the second is for the labor
of putting it on.

RUGS
FROM CHINA

The second cost is the
And it will be
big cost
too big unless you get the
right kind of paint

In the finest

us

of

for

A six-room furnished house for the
winter, with modern improvements,

84 Union Street, Belfast.

For

sheep

and

in
shades of blue and tan. The
prices are lower than those
offered in the Boston and
New Y ork stores. Call and
see them at the Journaloffice.

(and

Lowe Brothers Standard
Bam Paint costs less because it spreads further
and you use less. It spreads
more easily, so it is easier
Therefore the
to apply.
eost of painting is proportionately less.

Come in and ask
proof.
\

quality

camel’s wool,

For Rent
at

AMY L. WILSON
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Svv35.

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

Healthy Drink Try
HIGHLAND

a

LAND IN

Pure

cooper a co.,

BELFAST

Lot of about IB acres eiieoding
well *
Northport Avenue to the shote,
(
cut
desirable for summer home or for
into cottage lota.
^
of
House and lot of one eighth
2
1.

Northport
place »® ”
A. J
Northport Avenue oppoaite
houae, containing about thirty-four

adjoining above parcel
3

Sale

A’one-horse jigger wagon.

For

The Marshall properties, formerly P**®
the Jonathan Elwell estate, situated
fast, Northport and Stockton Spring*11

41tf

barn?

painting your barn.

FOR SALE

Tuning

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

Contain

Does it cost too
much to paint

Piano

and

The

old

on

Preaton

land in

northport

1. 1 hat part of the Jonathan
side o
atead lying on the eaaterly
from Balfaat to Northport
Shore.
adjoining the North
and
ing the beantifuliy aituated » or*
point extending from North
rune o
and weetetly aa the ahore
tha cove, unuaually wel1

(Delivered Daily)

Save Your Coal

-ALSO FOR SALE-

-DISTILLED
:

I

and buy wood by the ccrd length for $12,
We have a large
and stove fitted at $14.
supply of first quality wood. All orders
placed by the end of this month withou*
JOEL P. WOOD,
advance in price.
tf36v
lei. 177-14

CHARLES R. DECROW
Tel. 291-12

ground to Temple Heights.
long abote front and buildings
mentuf
road weaterly of the first

WATER

For Storage Batteries and
Medicinal Purposes.
Belfast. Maine

“J
^
ji

l00*1*^*hotel.**"

or
for a large gumm.r re.idence
ac
taining about thirty-tour
and ten *cr
2. About one hundred
f ®
and
adjoining
aoutherly of
NortM
from
on th. road

called,

Front St, B«lf»«t.

(

^

Land in Stockton

South'

Spring

Sargent lot?^ituated'o^Cape J*fi^®"D
APPly,°

29

eamf
^

^

WHNBjUjfSi,

if MOlHfRSJNLY

Of Children Suffer Irom Worm*
heir Mothers Do Not Know
\\ hat the Trouble Is.

Thousand*
and

I

are: Constipation, deSigns of worms
stomach, swollen upper lip, offenranged
*
*
breath, hard and full stomach with
pale face, eyes heavy, short dry
little red
coukh, grinding of the teeth,
starling during
points on the tongue,
dreams, slow
sleep with troublesome

Mrs. H. N. Roberts, 502 Asylum Street,
lich., wrote to Ur. J. F. True A
My little girl is relieved of her
"
Anu in a later letter wfote:
is line and it was your medicuTe,
Elixir, the True Famiiy Laxative
,,,. ,,«e’s
and Worm L xpellcr that helped her.”
A favorit- for over 70 years; mild in
action and .pleasant to lake—the kiddies
40c—60c—$l 20.
UKE it.

NWIITE’S CORNER.
C. W. Nealey spent

a

V\interpori

few days in Ban-

gor recently.

Miss Elizibeth Wellman resumed her
at Orono High school, Sept. 5.

studies

for
Miss Laura Bickford left Sept 9,
in
Kingman, where she will be engaged
teaching.
Harold Littlefield and family who have
returned
spent the summer months here,
to

Bangor, Sept. 5.

and Mrs. Langley Hoag and two
of
children of Belfast, were rcceut guests
C. B. Jewett and family.
Miss Caroline Wood of Bangor spent
week recently at the summer home of
Mr.

the

her father, Dr. J

B. Wood.

G H. York and guests, Mr. and Mrs.
of
Carkin, accompanied George Davies
Brewer tor Bar Harbor, Sept, 10.
passenger on
for
franklin,
enroute
recently
boat
on
Acad
Mass., where she will enter Dean
Miss Avis

Harqu^l

was

a

emy.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett dnd their
and Mrsguests, Professor W. A. Stone
viciniStone, motored to Bar Harbor and
ty, recently.
Mrs. Walter Smith and two
of Newlurg, and R. C. Nealey
and family of Bangor, were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey.
and

Mr.

^ a!do

KMW

children

and Mrs. C. H. Libby, Lewis and
Mrs. Amos
Ernest Libby and Mr. and
Virginia,
little
daughter
and
Conant
3.
visited relatives in Swanville, Sept.
Mr.

brother Foster, Fast Futnona Mister. At
this time StJte Master Tnompson and his
wife entered the hall and were warmly

Carkin’s brotner,
and
for an extended visit in Winterport
Mr. and Mrs. Pliny Monty and Mrs.
Mrs.
Lizzie Clements of Lynn, Mass., and
Mich,
of
Detroit,
Schueckneberger
Carrie
arrived by auto, Sept. 9, for several days’
visit with Mrs. Hattie Clement and fami-

The new Qoodyear
Cross-Rib Tread Cord

in-

Song by
Called to order at 2 p. m.
A very line address of welcome

choir.

A Real'Cord Tire for Small
Cars at a Popular Price

was
given by Mrs. Annie Murch and
response by Mrs. Gracie Bowen of Morrill.
Vocal solo and response by Lincoln
Young. Monologue by Helen Knowltin

•

_

be done to conserve the
W’aldo county and make
them profitable to their owners; opened
by brother Foster and further discussed

Topic, What

can

lots of

wood

Monologue, Waiting for the Train,
State
Address bv
by Annie Bryant.
He spoke very interestingly
Master.
along many lines applicable to farmers,
touching upon life insurance and auto
insurance.
Drama, The Happy Day, presented hy
seven young ladies.
Remarks by brothist.

ers

Is tlre> little girl who Is destined to own a coat of duvetlne like
It bears a strong
the one pictured.
resemblance to the garments of her
elders, with Its full collar and wide
cuff bands of fur.
It has a strap belt
of the material and ties for the neck,
also finished with fascinating balls of
fur at the ends.

Happy

DRESSY COSTUME BLOUSES

One of those charming, always-ready
suits, which can he worn anywhere,
helps to strengthen the belief that this
fall's suits nre the most attractive presented for many seasons. It Is mads
of suede-finished
cloth and has a"
straight-line, loose coat of medium',,
length to he worn over n simple one-!
piece dress nf the material, with a
square neck and n stitched Inverted
plait down the front. A novel braid
embroidery adorns the coat, and a
collar of dyed fox completes It.

STRICTLY TAILORED SUIT

Bessey and Drake.

At the census ten granges reported—
several patrons present^ from Kennebec
county.
So closed
able

Nasou, home demonstraagent ar.d several ladies in this vicinity met with Mrs. G. fi. York, Sat.
No organization was efP. M., Sept. 2.
fected, but there will be a club organized
in the near future, either here or at EilingMiss Estelle

tion

Food Cora, Mrs. Herbert Jackson,
Loren Cross, Mrs. John Leavett.

Mrs,

Program Com. Zodie Weymouth, FlorCross, Doris Cross, Amy Cross and
Mrs. Earle H. Marriner.
ence

Margaret

Mrs.

W'ood

o£ Belfast cele-

brated her 76th birthday very happily as
were present.
many of her near relatives
usual

The

picnic dinner

was

enjoyed,

peaches

the generous box of delicious
provided by Mr. and Mrs. Loren

Cross of

Bayside.

especially

The meeting closed by siuging America
and each expressed a wish that a great
effort will De made to increase the
ance

attend-

next year.

reunion of

annual
the Cross and Jackson families was held
at Honesty Grange Hall, Morrill, WedThe thirty first

nesday, Sept.

6 1922.

The afternoon
with social

passed

very

chat, music and

a

pleasantly
short pro-

All were pleased to see Moutville
represented by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Jackson and family, Mr. and Mrs. Loren
Howard and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Foye.
Thirty one members attended and it
gram.

was

voted to hold tbe reunion at the

same

place

next year on the first Wed. in

Herbert F. Jackson was elected
Pres: Irviug Jackson Vice Pres: Lida
Cross, Treas; Annie Cross, Sec.

Sept.

j

dinary degree.

particular it is a representative Goodyear product*
safeguard the world-wide Goodyear reputation.
Despite its high quality, and the expertness of its construc-

In every

built

ment and made up of especially largehearted patrons.
Especial credit should

tion, it sells at a price as low or lower than that of tires
which lack its important features.

I. P. Griffies, who

Lecturer,

well how to handle pro-

so

It

was

and

there must

have

been

yearly

200

patrons present.
The next Pomona nieeting will be with
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike. Address by O. J.

response by James
Topic, Resolved that Maine ofgreat opportunity for success in

Libbey.
fers

Parsons;

as

any line of business

Union.

as

any

State in the

Opened by Guy Ware.
G. E

B.

STOCKTON SPRINGS
Mrs. Henry M. Griffin is visiting her
Mrs. C. R. Barrows, at West

Goodyear Cross-Rib

Miss Ada

Roxanna,

L. A. PAUL, Belfast, Maine

lum.

OF DEEP-PILE FABRIC

A coat 3G Inches long, with inverted
plaits at the sides and back, and a
plain, straight skirt, compose this

strictly

daughter,

tailored

suit

of

trlcotine.

Stitchlngs of silk floss in neat rows,
ornament the coat and sleeves nnd
hone buttons of generous size down
the front and on the sleeves, emphasize the tailored style that distinThe
guishes suits of this type.
convertible collar Is made of seal

have returned from

two weeks’ visit to Presque Isle.

Herbert Clifford has had as guests his
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert King of Springfield, with their
son

FOR SALE BY

The blouse pictured has
any occasion.
full sleeves, cut to long points at the
elbow, and drawn In at the wrists.
This model may be made with a pep,

fortnight.

a

Mrs. Edgar M. Colcord and

and his friend.

;

SHINGLES

plush.

The first meeting of Bethany Chapter,
S., was held on Tuesday evening,
Sept. 12lh, and hereafter the regular

THE TRUE SHIRTWAIST

in

castoria

THE PIONEER

a resident of Cape
Jellisou, who has been ill for several
weeks, has been taken to the Maine Gen-

George Stickney,

eral Hospital in the hospital ambulance.

a run line

MILTON B. HILLS

Mrs. Augusta Starkey of Washington,
C^ who is spending the summer in

CHIROPRACTOR

Georgia A. Davis

on

our

80 MAIN STREET

Monday, Wednesday

M.

9 to 11 o’clock A.

Friday.

and

Tel. 205

Belfast, has returned there after a visit
to her friend, Miss Melvina A. Patterson j
to

Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. llupper motored
Thomaston on Sept. 9th, taking with

tficm

Mrs.

ilupper’s sister,

Seavey, who had beeu with them for the
past two weeks.
After

a

week

spent with relatives in

Gardiner during which time his young
sou
received surgical treatment, Irving
P. Sawyer left Sept. 8 for his former
home in Perch, N B., for an indefinite
stay, taking with him his two children
and Miss Grace Anderson.
and Mrs.

Mr.
have

resided

years,

have

Edward P.

Avery, who
in Sandypoint for some

returned

Prospect Kerry.

\OF

Miss Margaret

Did Yhu Smile
For all-round wear there Is no better
or handsomer coat than one made ol
a
lustrous, deep-pile fabric like th«
model Illustrated.
Bishop sleeve^ nnf
a long scurf collar ure among Its dla
tlngulshlng features, the scarf ending
The lining
In silk nnd chenille fringe.
Is of soft figured silk, and there ar«
small pockets at the sides thut will
help keep the fingers warm In zero

Avery has been
anifllcient teacher in the Sandypoint
school, and that having been discontinued she will continue teaching at the
Ferry.

Morning?

“A smile a day
Keeps the doctor away"
Finest for sick headache, sour
stomach, bilious liver, constipated bowels.
Quick, don't sicken
or gripe.
Take tonight for a
morning smile.

All Druggists

TYPICAL OF THE STYLES

at

W.LCOOK
Undertaker

|

FOR EVERY WINTER’S

DAY|

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

Special Notice

:

Sears port.

with his years.
The services were well attended, especially the last Sunday when the chipel
was filled to its utmost' capacity, while
a large crowd were unable to gain admission. Through the helpful agency of
Bong and sermon we feel much good seed
has been sown which will bring forth a
bountiful harvest. We know God’s word
does not return unto him void but must
accomplish that whereunto it was sent.
Officers for the ensuing year include
creases

1

aches*

The
bad «,oin*c'*
I q*«“
P«—.
be
rj^j,
1I than S£S«**■nothing U» t
..

t

i

The true shirtwaist of tine cotton#
wash silk or linen, makes its appear*
ance every season for the benefit oil
sportswomen and for wear with
tailored suits. A late model Is
above, made of dimity with tucks down;
the front and on the collar and cuffs!
It fastens with pearl buttons.

mother.

Campmeeting

iSTrrs'^^l
1

plain!
picturet!

Deputy Treasurer of State L. H. Winship and wife, Mrs. Uertrude Robinson
and Mrs. Evelyn C. Shute, motored over
from Augusta Sept 9, remaining for the
night with Mrs. Albert C. Colcord and
returning Sunday, accompanied by Mrs.
Shute’s son Harry, who will go to school
after passing the vacation with his grand-

rssr«™ °^js.

I

weather.

to their home at

Mrs.

This

1

1

\

peimaien

q The nght lemedy ^ ^ upon the I
enrichdte blood,
\

Uningsolthesto^catanhal

aid in casting °
and strengthen
q The Urge number

po»°“

ojjy junction.
ple who

eveiyb0^

^Oman's
live—fUy;i^nded

\|

for

1 rSU—*-

■

|I
i

If your duahr cm ’(#•» if. lead acteel
address and
SI. OO. Wt'U tuud tku Circief prapaid. Sixm.34 to 48.

I ISSWM^^J
5®c5SSo*“,ui®

csaanuBV

We wish to inform the public that wc
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. ST ROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me

V^K

Tht Circlet U am tku a Brassier*. It’s

gk

I

I

fi

p

Salf-Adjastinf, aad amply slip* snr
the head, clasps at the waist aad mdaran, aad naatha eat aplp liaes.

\ pe-RU-hA \\

I_

III

{■ li

Nemo Hjrgieaac-FaaMon Institute
120 East 16th Su Now York. D.p'l M.

|

WANTED
Hand

Second

State price

Sox

185,

Ur

A

Kitchen

,

Range

lirst.leiter.

Belfast, Maine

are

NMkaovnMBti^CAiUl«Q|«)

SOU BY

DRUfiOSl^^-W
FOR SALE

tf47,

SINCE 1882

%

Everyday dresses for little folks,
whether made of»cotten ur wool goods,
are simply designed and usually made
with knickers to match. Their adornment Is provided for by very simple,
ornamental stitehery, often in bright
colors, of mercerized or wool yarn.
Cotton and wool erepe, serge, jersey
and other durable stuffs make It worth
while to finish these pretty dresses
with a little careful needlework.
A big government biplane was recently
wrecked on a Veazie farm. The aviators

One of those soft, rich pile fabrtci
with new
tbnt appear this season
names of their own too numerous t<
mention, makes the regal-looking
It has a large shaw
shown above.
collar and deep cult's of fox fur. Thi
sleeves are almos
very wide, full
covered with sill; embroidery and l
lined with crepe de chine and look)

At 72 Main Sheet, Belfast.

Low

price

&ec<>na

Hand parloi

M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
! Colonial i heatre

Building

lEl.fcPHONK 336-3

nnrl kitchen stoves.

27tt^

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

coa

Is'

warm

and sumptuous.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

enough for him to lay his
tongue onto and pass along to the avia
tor, who was thanking h s lucky stars
A
and pulling himself out of the debris.
good jostle) loves hia horse best and,first
anything

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, I 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport aveuue, I 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or yeat round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf4>
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me

■

mean

escaped injury. The cows and chickens,
nowadays, are getting real thrills Years
• go, when an airplane waa a sight to behold in Maine, something that one view- o f all.
ed with awe and bated breath, one of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Seekins and son
them was doing stunts at the Waterville
The Maine Central railroad is coming
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Seekins and
In making a descent the plane got to the rescue in the coal shortage and is
fair.
daughter of Augusta were guests of their
caught in some of the various wires over making plans to haul cordwood on their
the horse stables. The landing was made cars which have been u«ed for pulpwood.
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Seekins over
much quicker and not in the place in- As long as the pulpwood huaineas is
Labor Day.
President; tended. | The plane whizzed down, direct- drawing to a close the railroad will soon
Percy Severance, Bangor,
who waa pacing
Henry Fernald, Pittsfield, Treasurer; ly in front of a jostler,
begin to haul wood from the eastern part
Building lot 70x148, .in
back and forth with a well blanketed of the State
The cars which they will FOR CASH.
Mrs Percy Severance, Secretary; C. C
Brooks Village. Town water and electric
had
fellow
hia
gained
Moody, Monroe; D. L. Mitchell,'Bangor, horse. After the
press into this important service are the
fronting lot InRev. Perley Miller, Bangor, Mrs. Henry second wind, gotten the horse back onto ones which were specially equipped for light service on street •
FOR FLETCHER’S
around and ob- the
pulpwood buiineas and which will quire of
Dawson, Monroe, Albion Kenney, Frank- •II fours again, looked
6w35
H. H. HUTCHINSON.
served the cause of it all, there waan't work nicely in this new line.
fort, Directors.—Com.

Children Cry

-Results Count-

of shingles
street
Primrose
yard
at reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.
We have

meetings will be holden.

The annual session of the Church of
God Campmeeting held at Maple Grove,
Searsport, closed its services Sunday
Mr, Ralph Taylor is attending high
afternoon, Sipt. 10, with a very fine serschool in Ellsworth.
mon by Rev.
Perley Miller of Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Tay of Levant have been This campmeeting which convened for
ten days has been most helpful and invisiting his sister, Mrs. George Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Farnham of spiring to all who have had the privilege
Boston recently visited hislather, Mr. H. of attending. Among the s well knowu
D. Farnham.
speakers in attendance all or a part of
were: Rev. Perley Miller, BanMr. A. H. Yeaton of North Conway, the time
Rev. Aaron Smart, Bangor; Rev. E.
gor;
N. H
has been visiting his daughter,
A. Davis, Portland, State evangehst;
Mrs. E. C. Peavey.
Rev. Bernie Cox, Bradford; and Rev
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Webb of Portland
Mahlon Curtis,Belfast. The latter is loved
returned home Sept. 9th, after a week’s
and honoied by all who know him for his
visit with his brother, Mr. F. J. Webb.
long and faithful service in the ministry.
Mrs. Julie Toothaker and daughter Al- Although he has reached the age of 82
berta of Haverhill, Mass., were guests o* years his mind is as keen and alert as
Mrs. E. C. Peavey several days recently. ever and his interest in God’s work in-

Ruby

^

This frit* includes manufacturer's excise tax
Tread Card Tires are also made in 6, 7 and 8 inch sites fbr Ssdb

A lovely costume blouse of georgette,
richly embroidered In silk, when worn
with a satin or silk skirt, will make n
toilette sufficiently dressy for almost

daughter,

Hampden for

d^i ^

The 30 x 3yi inch Cross-Rib
Cord clincher._

effectively.
perfect June day in September

a

OAK HILL, Swaoville.

Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Flye and daughter
and Eflie Flye of Freedom were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Webb Sept.
10th.

to

grams and hall decorations

D.

REUNION

*

another long, happy, profit-

be given the
understands

«

)
and through.
It is made of high-grade long-staple cotton; it embodies the
reliable Goodyear quality of materials; its clean-cut tread
engages the road like a cogwheel.
The scientific distribution of rubber in this tread—the wide
center rib and the semi-flat contour—gives a thick, broad
surface that is exceedingly slow to wear.
The tough tread stock in this tire is carried down the sidewalls clear to the bead, making it rut-proof to an extraor-

in the grange.
Dirigo Grange is a large grange, having
a fine hall and complete kitchen equip-

wood’s Corner.

CROSS AND JACKSON

warmly welcome.
It gives him, at a price lower than the net price he is asked
to pay for many “long discount” tires, every advantage of
quality cord tire performance, for it is a quality tire through

day

O. E

ly.

The new Goodyear Cross-Rib Tread Cord in the 30x3f£
inch clincher type is a tire that the small car owner will

i

by brothers Griffies, Miller, Deputy Woods
Recitation by Ruth
and State Master.
Solo by I. P. Griffies a d
McFarland.
response to encore; Olive Stewart, pian

a

other points in Maine.

j

ti 11 ties.

York, Sept. 4,

H.

Four candidates received

welcomed.

nished.

G.

i

struction in the fifth degree, followed by
the Harvest Feast and usual noon socia-

and
chased. Music and cards were enjoyed
was fur
and
peanuts
of
candy
treat
a

ford,

FOR WEAR ANYWHERE

W’ald»Fomoua met with DirigoGrang-,
L.
Freedom, Luesday, Sept. 5, Mister
Aborn in the chair.
Meeting opened in
After
iorm—all officers present but two
the usual routine business the waiting
time was plea-antfy taken up by a piano
solo by Marion Small and remarks by-

Fred Clark entertained about 60 guests
has recently purat the new home he

MedMr. and Mrs. E. W. L. Carkin of
Oregon, arrived at the home of Mrs.

COATS OF SOFT CLOTH

Grange

Pomona

For Sale Cheap

AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING
Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers*

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

_*

FOR SALE
NINE R0OSI HOUSE ia excellent om«
ditioa, l*car garage, good bon, A
plenty of apple*. CaU bay for taw oodw
and two horaea. A pretty Innatiao. boob
of neighbor*. Shaded with aaapip tiaao
dnd near a large lake. Deal dinet with
owner.

JwSdt

Apply

to

H. a BRADS TREET,
Box 8, Liberty, Mpioo.

The Economy of

|

Hood's Sarsaparilla

every family in thw dav*.
other medicine can you get
eh real medicinal effect as from

to

Appeals

Fr.

-n

no

It is a highly concent rated
t of several valuable medicinal
ients, pnre and wholesome.
.v i* small, only a tgaspoonful
three time* a day.
Hood'* Sarsaparilla is a wonderful
tonic medicine for the blood, stomach, liver and kidneys, prompt in
giving relief. It is pleasant to take.a
Bif-eabte to the stomai h. give*
•brill of new life. Why not try it ?
...

_

Ihe

Monroe

Had Three Good Day* With Wednesday
Record Breaker in Attendance.
from
large number of auto parties
all three
attended
vicinity
and
Belfast
and report one
days of the Monroe Fair
the interesting
in
especially
the
beat,
«f
of J- H. Farwell
races under tbe direction
A

of Unity.

_

Purse $200

Ocala, Fla.; S B. Jones of Auburn; L- H. Butler, Milton Mills, N. H.
C. E C rter of Joliet, III.; Charles L
Marston of Portland; Albert A Robinson of Co
L now of Tuscon, Arizona,

|

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 1
5 dr

Billy Todd, Walton,
Dolly F Smith,
Beuiah Wilkes, Flynn,
Mongola, Rich,
Dotty H., Hamm,
Time, 1 12 1-4, 1.10, 1.10.

1
2
4

3

THURSDAY’S RACES
Purse $200

2 18 Class

Baroness Marjorie, bm, Rich111
4 3
ardson,
1 4 4 2
!
North Star, bm, Gray,
Uncle Charlie, bg, Ireland, 2 2 2 2 ro
3 4 3 3 ro
Joe Dale, bg, Buzzell,
5 5 5 ro
Iowa J., bg, Davis.
Time. 2.18 1 4, 2 19 1 4, 2.20 1-4, 2 20 1-4,
2.20 1-4.
Pune

2 16 Class.

$300

in the

last

responded.
Messrs. Strout,

counted.

Ten

Dr. E. L. Reynolds and family, w o
have
spent the summer at Temp>e Heights
returned to their home in W aterville.

and

Jewett

—

—

10.00

French

secretary and treasurer.
In a
few reminiscent

10.45

one

11.15

member reported a
Reception given to
Gen. Phil Sberiden, which he attended
and

said that in

marks that

brave

the course of his
man

Worship Through Song (Hymnal
for American Youth'
Rev. Harold LeMay
The President’s Message,
Rev. N. F Atwood
Business, Appointment of Committees,
Reports: Secretary, Treasurer,
Divisional Superintendents.
Address, Maine’s Problem in Religious Education,
Rev. Edward H.

remarks

said

Maine Cavalry was the best
vice in the Civil War.

the
one

re-

First
in ser-

Another member brought the greetings

|

12.00

but wishing all a pleasant reunion.
Thomas H. Benner of Rockland recall,
ed the sad incident that of the twelve

sisters.

1.30

tend,

1 50
2.10

2 30
2 50

Brewster,

5.00

Devotions, W’orship Through
Song (Hymnal for American
Rev. E E Harrison
Youth)
Laying Foundations,

etc

EVENING
Music.

Wide Awake Class
The Kansas City Convention, Its Message and Program,
Rev. E. hi. Brewster, Gen’l Sec’y
Prayer and Benediction.
County Officers: President7«<tev. N. F.
Atwood, Searsport; Vice President, Rev.
E. E
Harrison, Searsmont; Secretary,
Mrs. Annie Mae Frost, Belfast; Treasurer,
8 30

|

Address,

SOUTH MONTVILLt.

j

1

,

GLENWOOD Prices Are Lower
customers the substantial reduction
to
passing
of
Glenwood
WEin the price
Ranges, recently announced by the
«

;

are

|
j
I

manufacturer.
This reduction applies to every Glenwood Range now on our
floor. Those who have been waiting to buy a Glenwood need wait
no longer. We see no prospect of further reduction.
And we can now offer you exceptionally favorable terms for
easy payments. Come in today and see our Glenwood display.

j

Glenwood Ranges “Make

Belfast

«n\er“i“‘“gP“r;

Cooking Easy.

TMrs. Bates, Co. Pres, of the W. C.
of '1 s- i
U., spent a few days as the guest
C M. Howes, and to atten i the local)
A very fine meeting
union Thursday.
ap
was held and alt the members present
am.
predated the pr.vilege of meeting
listening to Mrs Bates.

j

—

to Prospect Ferry.

at

in

C. C. Harriman arrived Monday from

a

week’s stay in Boston.
Mrs. Sarah J. Clifford has lately been
in Waterville for a w eek.

Carries

owners

Mrs. P. L. Bates is in Rumford for a
few days with her daughter, Mr-. Fred
Smith and family.

Mr. and Mrs. Orpheus Staples of Val
halla, New York, are here foi a visit to
friends and relatives.

ORRIN J, DICKEY
INSURANCE
MAINE.

BELFAST,

years’

--

course

in

Waltham, Elgin, Illinois, Hamilton

Ladies’ Wrist Watches
both American and Swiss,

Gold Filled and 14k Gold

SETH .THOMAS CLOCKS are
for accuracy for over a
built
time-keepers,
dependable
the
backed
guarantee of the maker, as well
by
century and
as by ourselves.
You

can

catch trains by.

-3^ PICTURES^
Sawyer’s Beautiful Colored Photographs
Harbor and
Nuttings Famous Interiors
A LINE OF GREETING CARDS
Views ot

Bar

H. J. Locke & Son,

8SK;_

you

Come in and look over our stork.
We shall be glad to meet you.
Everything guaranteed as represented.

BELFAST LEATHER STORE
56 Main Street, Belfast, Me.,

Tel. 329-11

^

WANTED
To buy any publication of the Christian
and
Science Publishing Co., Science
J. D. GLYNN,
Health preferred.
Dealer in S cond Hand Books,
K9 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.

and

One-half of house at 33 Church street.
All modern conveniences and verandah,
enquire on premises or telephone 245-12

H. E. Cushman and family visited relatives Sunday in Razorville.
was

Woolens

George Messer of |Hollis, N. H., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Gordon.
E. C. Bowler of Portland was a Sunday visitor at Mrs. Emma C. Cushman’s. I
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bennett have closed
their home here and moved to Freedom.

Material for ladies’ wear direct from
factory. Write for sample and mention
garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD.
Box B, Camden, Maine.
3m36
__

!

Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Clement got home
Saturday night from Ripogenus bringing
some fine trout.

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Morang of Belfast
were guests Wednesday night of Mr. and
Mr. P. C. Allen, and on Thursday they
visited Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Jsquith.

waa

Neally spent last week

fair.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Jones of Fairfield and Mrs. Ida Scott of Portland spent
a few days in town last week.

The Monroe fair

was

a

success

from

start to finish; the racing was excellent
all three days; the automobile race and
Ford race affordel much amusement for
all—the Essex winning in the automobile
race

and John Bowden the Ford

rice

That

Two Hundred Dollars
ACT

Wise Mothers
no

longer punish

cross

children

fl^HE light shines through the

1

window

only

from within

as

well

as

without.

When

with Mrs. N. J. Curtis and attended Monroe

'It't Analog
»,Anna Lacktf*

when it is clean
und bright on the inside as well
as on the outside. And so does
the light shine from the face of
the little child when it is clean

MONROE

Miss Gustie

Laths.

J. F. BRYANT,
Thorndike R. F D.

“TO LET

Dr. Daniel B Durgin was in Brownfield
last week.

a

Proprietor.

HARRY MARTIN,

Inquire of

CENTER MONTV ILLE

Calvin Nealley of Newark, N. J.,
visitor at the fair Sept. 13.

while

repaired

3w36*

Jeremiah Webb and|Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Bailey of Knox, were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Gordon.

^CLOCKS^c-

and

Ice

Bos

WATCHES FOR MEN

&a?*'Trunks, Harnesses, Bags
Suit cases
wait.

For Sale

Mils Florence Harriman left Monday
for Auburndale, Mass., where she will
She was acattend Lasselle Seminary.
companied by her aunt, Mrs. Josephine
Stowers, who will remain for a visit.

Hon. and Mrs. James J. Clement
at the Monroe fair Wednesday.

Steamer

Rugs,
Suit
Trunks,
Aprons,
Cases, Traveling Bags, Ladies'
Bags and Purses.

wife.

agriculture.

j

Robes.

^

Automo-

Storm

complete protection—

the kind you want. The contracts are backed by reliable
companies. Know that reimbursement is sure in case of
loss. It is important to have
enough insurance to equal the
actual cash value of the things
you own. Write or telephone
for rates.

visit with rela

complete line of

a

Harnesses, Blankets,
bile

This agency draws its insurance
contracts so they give property

School in this district began Sept. 12th.
Mrs. Sarah J. Clifford, teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins of Sinea

inn si

personal

To enumerate the kinds of
property a fire insurance policy
protects against loss would- be
like printing an inventory of
the things you own. And such
a policy protects the property
of guests as well.

Richmond

A number from here attended the fair
Monroe last week.

ham have been here for
tives recently.

THE

of any member
of the family

Edward Avery and family have moved
A. F Ellis and wife
for several weeks.

policy

insures the

belongings

S4NDYP01M

are

A

t'°I

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leigherofa two
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Sanderson arid
have been spending
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sanderson ; ton, Mass.,
with their parenta, Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sanderson of j weeks’ vacation
Leigber.
Edward
and Mrs.
Belfast were in Troy Sunday.

”

The Home Furnishing Co., Belfast

Mrs. H. M. Griffin returned Saturday
from a week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Barrows in Hampden.

Superintendents: Home Dept, Miss Ab- are
bie C. Chase, Searsport; Children’s Div.,
Waldo Co. Hospital.
Miss Ethel Anderson, Searsport; Young
Mrs. Olive Randall is
Pee
People’s Div., Miss Edyth M. Davidson, j
Harkness, Mrs. Jackson
Belfast; Teacher Training, Rev. Harold and Mrs.
Mrs. MelleD, all or
and
Mr.
and
vey
LeMay, Searsport; Missionary, Mrs. Nathan Hunt, Morrill; Temperance, Mrs. C. \ Mass.
Monday
F. Kyle, Morrill; Adult, Mrs. R. N. Por- j
Allen Colby left home
M. for a t
ter, Searsport
Orono to enter the U. of
I

our

on

Miss Edr.i Davis has gone to Gortam
The summer visitors have all returned
to enter the Normal school.
to their homes. There has been a larger
Mias
and
daughter,
Greene
number here than for several years.
Mrs. F. B.
callers at
Theo of Portland, were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Chaisson and Alton
O. W. Ripley’s.
came from Ellsworth for the weekStyles
Mrs. Ripley
end with their parents, W. J." Styles and
Mr. Charles M. Howes and
the
of
aid
assisting in the drive in

Zenas Hartshorn, Belfast; Auditor, O. E.

Frost,

Mr. and Mrs. Louis K Hirsh will close
their bungalow Longwoo.i Camp at East
Northport about the first of October and
will go to New York for a visit before
going south for the winter.

G. L. Polchies and John Lewey with
their respective families left to. their
They behomes in Oidtown last week.
and
long to the Penobscot tribe of Indians
Point
have camped all summer on Breezy
good business
near Bayside and did a
ana
with baskets, rustic chairs, seats,
They plan to
flower stands and baskets.
return again next year.

Adjournment.
Basket Lunch—Some additions by
local School.

8 00

s Olive
Wadlin left Sunday nig it
New York after a month’s vacation,
of which two weeks were spent at Lake
Sunapee, N. H., and two weeks with
CapL and Mrs. Wadlin

Mi

.for

Mr. Frank Thorne and sister, Mrs. Carrie Merrill, and children, who have been
stopping in the Etwell cottage at Little
River this summer, have returned to
their home in Brunswick, Mr. Thorne returning frequently in his capacity as
salesman for John Bird Co.

What is My Community?
b. The Community Out-reach
of the Sunday School.
Mr Henderson
Divisional Conferences as above
Task
of
tne Church
the
Address,
in Religious Education,
Mr. Henderson

Offering
Dramatization, Ruth and N’aomi,

cottage.

Mrs M. M. Roud and family who speut
the season in the Godfrey cottage, South
Shore, have returned to their home in
Brookline, Mass., Junior who suffered a
broken leg the first week of their stay
here is much improved and able to walk
with the aid of crutches.

Conferences—
lheme: My Problem in My

Devotions.

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Roberts have returned from a visit in Augusta and are
stopping in the cot'age they recently
bought, which was former.y the Adams

Gordon McKenney, who was employed
in C. A. Sheldon’s store during the summer, left on the boat Saturday night for
Boston, where he will be joined later by
his mother, and grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Lowe. They will spend the winter there.

Mrs. T. J. Winslade
The Organized Class—A Demonstration—
Direction of Mrs. R. N. Porter
Some Methods of Teaching
Mr. Brewster
Training,
Reports of Committees.
Election of Officers.
Record for 1922
Announcements, State Conven-

7.30

Mrs. Ralph L. Flayers and daughters
Misses Frances and Marion left Wednesday for their home in Brookline, having
Closed Cedar Hedges on the South Shore

Mrs. Pierre Monteux, who with Mr.
Monteux and childrou summered at
Northport, is convalescing in the lapley
Hospital, Belfast, after an operation for
appendicitis, and will return to her home
in Boston as soon as able.

a.

15

Somerville, Mass., Saturday.

Robert Condon went with his uncles,
who recently left for California by autoHe plans to attend school and
mobile.
Robert is
make his home in California.
a fine boy and will be
greatly missed in
his home town.

Community.

4

Mrs. Charles Pendleton and Miss Mary
who have been visiting relatives in town, left for their home in

Pendleton,

Donald A. MacLennan, who was called
to Canada last week by the death of his
mother, was in Northport Saturday casing Loch Haven before joining Mrs. MacLennan and Mrs. M F.Peavey in Newton
Center.

General ^ecretay
Conferences—Theme: My Problem in My School.
Children’s Division, Leader,
Mrs. T J. Winslade, Eastport
Young People’s Division, Leader,
Mr. Brewster
Administration Division, Leader,
Rev. Alexander Henderson
Dinner, Basket Lunch.

tion,
3.15

tends school.

Mrs. Emily S. Sargent and her little
granddaughter and nurse left Monday for
Brighton, Mr. and Mrs. Claude B Roberts
remaining to close their summer home on
the North Shore and leaving Tuesday.

AFTERNOON

of Daniel Carleton, Co. f, of Winterport,
88 years old this month and unable to at-

Jeanie Castle, bm, Richardson, 1 1 3 3
11
4 4
Hal J., bm, Eastman,
2 2 2 2 young men to leave home Jan. 1, 1864, he
Harry J bg, Judkins,
3 3 4 3 is the
Domino, bg, Gray,
only survivor.
Time, 2 16 1-4, 2 17 1-4, 2.19 1-4, 2.18 1-4
An interesting feature of the afternoon
Purse
Named Race.
$100
: was the reading of an original paper on
1
12 3
Baiiotta, bm, Palmer,
the First Maine Cavalry by Secretary
Audobon W’ilkes, bg, Stratton, 3 12 2
2 3 13 Cook and prepared for his home Post,
Todd Poindexter, bg, Pease,
Harlem Express, bg, Saunders 4 4 4 ro Farragut Post of Bridgton. It was of
5 5 5 ro
Mongola, bg, Rich,
especial interest to those who knew the
Time, 2.25 1 4, 2 21 1-4, 2.23 1-2, 2.26 1-4 events referred to and the men of the
The automobile race between stripped
companies mentioned. It also bore out
Essex and Paige stock cars, both of which
the record of bravery the First Maine
had records for long endurance runs, was
I has always enjoyed.
interesting. The Essex won in straight
Members Present
a
lead
in
the
last
finish
big
heats, having
and turned the two and a half miles in
Dr. A, O. Stoddard, Co. I, Belfast.
M. B. Cook, Co. B, Bridgton.
three minutes and twelve and one half
Nathaniel Bowden, Co. K, Bine Hill.
seconds, which was going some. Clyde
Thaddeus Little, Co. K, DamariscottaJ
Hail drove the winning car.
Charles E. Moulton, Co. I, Orr’s Island.
There was an amusing two-mile Ford
John French, Co. M., Lewiston.
Thomas H. Benner, Co. B, Rockland.
race, drivers to stop end crank up at
G. A. Savage, Co. M, Fairfield.
John Bowden won, Atevery half-mile.
■
W. L Holmes, Co. D, Fairfield.
wood Moody was second, Morris Braiey
Hanson Hutchins, Co. E, Etna.
third and Leon Murphy fourth.
F. J. Savage, Co. M, Fairfield.
Co. F, East
Marcellus Wentworth,
Union.
Herbert M. Starbird, Co. D, Litchfield.
PIEKI-ARNOLD.
J Oscar Clark, Co. D, Belfast.
Alonzo Beckwith, Co. B, Belfast.
The Franklin, Maas., correspondence to
Allan D. French, Co. E, Waltham, Mass.
the Boston Globe has a marriage of special
Robert Lockhart, Co. C, Custer City,
interest to the bride and her family in Pa.
Thomas A. Davis, Co. A Bangor.
Belfast, where she is very well known
John C Bowen, Co. A, Bangor.
and only recently visited here with her
E. B. Humphrey, Co. A, Hartland.
aunt, Mrs. Nellie Cunningham:
George F. Jewett, Co. K, Stonebam,
At the residence of Mrs. Nellie Cunning- Mass.
ham, 119 East Central street, at 1:30 this
G. H. Dunton, Co. B, Winterport.
afternoon, her niece, Mias Mildred FreeGeorge A. Messer, Co. B, Hollis, N. H.
man Arnold, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel L. Stapies, Co. F, Winterport.
William H. Arnold of Belfast, Me., beA. C. Strout, Co. B, Thomaston.
came the bride of Louis Arthur Raymond
James S, Knowlton, Co., Liberty.
Pieri, ton of Louis Pieri of Worsted street.
S. J Richards, Co B, Belfast.
Only the immediate families of the cor pie
Francisco Colby, Co. H, Windsor.
and
there
were present
were no attenEle.zer H. Smith, Co. M, Hampden
dants. The ceremony was performed by
Daniel J. Nash, Co. G, Turner.
Rev. I. L. Willcox, IX D., pastor of the
A. W. hassan, Co. F, Belfast.
First Congregational Church. The bride's
John P. Thompson, Co. M, Northhampgown was of crepe de chine with lace ton, Mass
r
trimmings, and her going-away suit was
Nathaniel C. Gurney, Co. B, Waldo.
«f blue serge, with hat to mat h
Soon
I. W. Cross, Co. B, Belfast.
after the ceremony the couple left for a
Stewart E. Evans, Co. F, Guilford.
wedding trip to New York, and next
Eugene H. Otis, Co. M, Carmel.
week tney will go to New Brunswick,
Oscar C. Wallace, Co. B, Malden, Mass.
N. J where Mr. Pieri wilt begin bis duties
F. E. Hutchinson, Co A, Litchfield.
as instructor of chemistry and physics and
Fred A. Ripley, Co. B, Hope, Maine.
of
athletics at the Rutgers
supervisor
George A. Wentworth, Co B, Belfast.
School. He will also continue bis research
Members Died Since lanuary, 1921.
an organic dyestuffs at Rutgers College.
The bride is a graduate of Franklin High
Co. A.—Asa M Stevens, Almon N.
acnooi, class of 1915, and Rhode Island Ricker, Benj F. Young, Horace Crox*
Commercial College, class cl 191fi. Later ford. Milton M. Branch.
she was clerk at the Franklin National
Co. B.—James F. Sawyer, Osgood CapBank, and for the past two years had pees, Avery Small.
charge of the bond department of the
Co. C.—Edward W’. Lermond, Jona- |
Attleboro National Bank. The bridegroom than Annis.
is a graduate of Horace Mann High school,
Co. D.—George E. Wilson, Atwell A.
Dean academy and Brown University. Taylor. Frank A. Pennington.
•
After graduating from Brown in 1920 he
Co. E.—George E Kitchen.
research
waa the
fellow of chemistry at
Co. F.—William H. Kennard, Ripley C.
Brown for two years by virtue of bis apWhitcomb, John Caverly, Iaaac Bing*
for
two
consecutive
to
pointment
years
ham.
the Du Point .fellowship, awarded by the
Co. G.—Henry L. Farrington.
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. to the
C. H.—Cyrus B. Kimball, Wm. H.
graduate showing promise in chemical re- Moore.
search. He was also prominent in athletics
Co. L-wMurray Moores.
while at Brown. He is a member of the
Co. K-—Zebrad F. Hyson, Menander
American Chemical 8oeiety and the InterDennett, Alexander McDougall, Frank E.
Col legists Board of Football Officials. Mr. Jewett, Charles A. Stevens.
and Mrs. Pieri will be at home at “The
Co. M —George H. Bray, Alanaon M.
Rutgers School," oft the bonks of the Warren, Albert F. Jackson, Tebina B.
New
N.
Raritan river,
Brunswick,
J.,. Hair.
after October 1.
Letters and cards of regret were re*
ceived from Jamea Hayes of Naka, Calif.;
NELSON D. HENRY
Calvin M. Higgins of Mt. Desert; Hor•
Nelson D. Henry died at hia home in ace Wilson of San Francisco, Calif.;,
West Winterport, Sept. ISth, at the age "Henry L Tate of Bangor; Collamore of
of 78 years. He was for a long time head Stillwater, Minn.; Charles W. Skillings
stevedore at the Sterna Lumber Co. mills of Peaks Island; Jesse F. Coombs of
gad foreman for the Sterns Ice Co. Bo- Westmins^r, Mass.; E. P. Buck of Co*
aides hia wife be leaves eleven sons and cbituate, Mass.; Lyman H. Call of Meridaughters and 28 grandchildren. Funeral den, Conn.; George W. Jackson of West
Buxton; R. R. Bangs of Chicago; Riley L.
services were held at 8 p. m. Sunday.
_

MORNING

10 30

a

Dickey

the grand old regiment won her
Mrs. Julia Pope of New York returned
great and glorious name before she so
occupied the
home
She has
kindly took me and the rest of the D. C. Smith Friday.
cottage at Breezy Point for the
Kind
fame.
and
name
and
into her ranks
summer.
regards to all the dear old comrades; best
Robert McFarland of Thomaston was
wishes and prayers and hopes of that in town
recently on bis way to the Maine
no
will
Central Institute, Pittsfield, where he atGrand Reunion where our ranks

men

committee to select

and

W’m I Beckett returned borne Monday
after some weeks spent in Swampscott
with his two
and Charlestown, Mass.,

that

place of meeting for September, 1923,
and reported with the choice of Lewiston.
Iheir report was accepted.
Capt. John; French of Lewiston was
elected president and instructed to select

a

Mrs Will Dickey, Mrs. Aland Mrs. Coombs spent
Sunday at tbeir collage in birch Creat
Park.
Mr.

merin

At our meeting last
after Sept. 13th.
Saturday of the Post and Relief Corp I
told of the old First Maine’s name so
‘Proudly writ upon a fadeless page,’ then
Qualified my remarks at once by saying

10.20

made

W. K. W hitcher left for Boston Sunday
night after spending two weeks vacation
with his sister, Mrs C. A Sneidon.
Miss Adel a Hills srr.ved Sunday morning for a visit with her brothers, Henry
snd Isaac Hills, and other relatives.

Muskagee, Okla., said in part, and as if
in
benediction to the “boys of other
days” from across the continent: “Mas
sorry I could not stay in Maine until

the

were

ar-

aunt, Mrs.

Dr and Mrs. Pierce and son of Boston,
who have been spending the seasonal
Temple Heights lell for home Saturday.

engagement at Appo-

mattox stood to be

Qunicy

survivor;
Union might live and the other two died
Rev. W. F. Bickford of
after the war.

■

were

Miss Louise Whitcher of
rived Fridiy to visit her
C beater Sheldon.

next
says he hopes to come to Maine
year and meet with the boys of the old
He was one of six
First Main.: Cavalry.
brothers in the Civil War and the only
three of them died that the

Baroness Marjorie, bm, by Baron
Review, Arthur Richardson 2 111
Tens Lakeview. bm, oy Lakeside
12 3 3
Review, Grindie,
Uucle Charlie, bg, Saunders, 4 3
3 3 5 4
<}ordon Russell, bg. Clark,
more be depleted year by .year, but reTodd Pointdeater, bg, Buzzell, 5 5 4 ro
4.
forever unbroken.”
!
main
2.24
2
24
21
1-2,
2
1-4.
2
20
1-4,
Time,
Pune $200
2 20 Mi«ed
wives and daughters of the members
Boo McKinney, bg, by McKinney
111
Waldo County S. S. Association
Bell, Bliss.B. Cook
were present including Mrs. M
Jeanie usstle, bm, by Toddington,
2 2 2 of ttridgton, Mrs. A. C. Strout of Thom\ Richardson,
Will Meet in Annual Convention in
3 3 4 as.on.
Tosa Boy, bg, Wa;ton,
Seanport.
443
The afternoon session was called to orBtngo, bg, Flagg,
The annual convention of the Waldo
Time, 2 18 1-4, 2.13 1-2, 2 19 1-4.
der by the president, Dr. A. O. Stoddard,
Sunday School Association will
WEDNESDAY’S RACES
with secretary' and treasurer M. B. Cook County
be held in the Methodist church in Searsof
W.
Charles
Pune
Rev.
Ciass
Bridgton
$100
Mixed
present.
18
2
port, Thursday, Sept. 28th.
Hal J., big. by Abe J., Eastman 1 2 I 1 Martin of the Belfast Methodist church
All reports are requested to be in the
Weather Man, gr g, by Tbe
offered prayer.
The regular reports were
3 1 3
hands of Mrs. Annie Mae Frost of BelNorthcro Man, Saunders,
read
and
a collection taken to defray corMargaret Wilkes, bm, Stratton 2 8 2 2
before Sept. 22nd. Ail
It was reported fast, the secretary,
4
4 ro respondenca, cards, etc.
4
Harry J., bg, Gray,
four districts have held separate convendis
were
there
Cook
that
on
Jan.
1
by
Vargant,
1922,
Little Patchen, bg,
the past year.
Time, 2 17 1-4, 2 18 1-4, 2.18 1-4, 220
living 285 members. At the request of tions
Purse $200
The Program
2.22 Class Mixed
Capt.John French of Lewiston those who
Sister Azoff, bm, by Azoff,
2 111
Richardson,
Real Charlie, tg, by Sterling
12 2 4
S Ireland,
4 2 4 2
Nativa North, bm, Bliss,
3 4 3 3
Happy Dick, b g, Saunders,
Sir Ambu'ator, big, Murphy, 5 5 5 ro
lime, 2.17 3 4, 2.18 1-4, 2 !9 1-4, 2.19 1-2.
Fanners’ Race. Purse $50 'half mile1

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dean and daughMiss Naomi have moved to Camden
for the winter.
ter

vester of

and distant sections of Maine represented.
The Ladies of Thomas H Marshall
Circle furnished a felscious dinner, deftly
served from attractive tables decorated
Covers were
with the season’s flowers.
laid for about seventy including the forty
members of the Cavalry, its largest atIts last session was
tendance for years.
held in Lewiston, when only 19 were present.
In
registering their names the
members also recorded their ages which
Hinged from the youngest Marcellus

Glenwood

Mrs. J D Mortimer left by automobile
for New York last week.

Kaos ; Joseph Rose, Bell wood. Neb.; Seth
C. Brown of Long Beach, Calif ; Charles
E Jack of Baltimore, Md.; J. W. Syl-

W entworth of East Union, 74 years, to
Eleizer H. Smith of Hampden, 89 years
Twenty of them were 8If years and over,
As a whole
but they did not show it
they were well preserved sod active men.
The day was spent quietly in the hall
and nearby aod as they considered the
courtesies extended them of the best, a
given at
rising vote of thanks was
their afternoon session for the welcome,
Seversl of the
the dinner, the ball, etc.

_

TUESDAY’S RACtS

2 40 Muted

Holds Fifty First R«-nioa in Belfast «•
Guests of I. H. Marshall Post and Circle
Wednesday, Sept. I3 h. was a beautiful
day for the members of the First Maine
Cavalry to gather in Belfast at Memorial
Hall, where they found a cordial welcome
from its president. Dr. A. O Stoddard,
members of Thomas H Marshall Post and
At an early hour autoes brought
Circle.
in company
many who spent the forenoon
with friends they had not met for years
States
as the list present will show many

Fair

NOkim’ORT

Jones of Detroit, Mich.; George E. Oikes
of Ayer, Mss*.; A. D. McGuire of Freeland, Mich.; George A. Fisk of Ottawa,

THE FIRST MAINE CAVALRY.

their little feces are
clouded with trouble, it is a sure
sign that there KEALLY IS
trouble somewhere.
Generally
with their bowels.

Give them from a half to twe
little cubesof Analax at bed time.

acres

*
®

»PPf

1
trees; bouse four rooms in comfortaDie OaW
cellar wall. Barn 30*36 Price *600.
building*
*10 00 per acre tor Ithe lend wi.b
on easy
thrown in. Term* *200 down, balance
new

yeeri,
3*37

ricuaRUS
pa,m.nUAu,Nz()p
Farmington.

Main^__

NOTIOE
aas<£ia^n

The annual meeting of the
Women
of the Belfast Home for Aged
th
will be held at the home of
,be
Tuesday, October.3, at 7.30 p. »•>
0f
tranaa
the
and
election of officers
betore tbe
come
any buaineaa that may
Per order.
meeting
President.
DR. ELMER

SMALUj^esmei^

WANTED

CITY DRUG STORE
The Rexall Store
REAL) & HILLS, Proprietors
P. O. Square,
Belfast. Maine

QUICKLY

overlooking the salt water.
DU to village.churches and schools, lo
lot. 2s
tillage, good pasture. large wood

Oft

A

CAPABLE WOMAN

for

housework. Apply to
MRS. WM. M.
B
2d Church Street,
tf37

Henera

RANDAL^t^

Miss Dollie Myrick of Montville has
accepted a position in the H. H. Coombs
Company store aod began work last Monday.

AJK

UAVE

TO

IT

The

/EE
TUE

1'iADii
lO
MCA/URl

Ladies’

Aid

of

the

Methodist

LINE

i

s

Thursday, September

The patronage of the public

Sept. 29th.

large number of auto parties are
to go to Bangor today, Thursday, to attend neutral track races of
some of the best
blood of Aroostook’s
trotting stock.
A

A Woman of No

planning

Suits and Overcoats
OF PURE WOOL FABRICS OF THE
LATE8T WEAVES AND COLORINGS
may be

bought here at.

and up

§25, $30, $35, $40

to

$50

BUT if you can buy BETTER quality at
ANY of these prices you’d be very foolish
Don’t fail to notice the BUT
to buy at all.

BERT L.

DAVIS

Based

on

Saturday, September

ffolepraDf
Hosiery

held at their home Tuesday afternoon under the direction of Rev William
The remains
Vaughan, East Belfast.
were taken to Swanville for interment.
waa

Hubbard of Uangor, for 25

City Bank of Bangor, a subsidiary of the
National Bank of New York, has been
engaged as treasurer of the W'aldo Trust
Company of Belfast. He is already

family had a reunion at
the City Park recently with about fifty
present. Those present included Messrs.
M. R., C. M„ E. H. Knowlton, Mrs.
Martha K. White, Mrs. Etta K. Weymouth, Mrs. Aimee K. Pratt, Dr. Thomas
B. Gregory and others from Bangor ang

Ferguson made a misleaving Memorial Hall after the
drive supper last Friday evening, falling
head foremost down the steps to the first
landing. Those who saw the accident
There was an abundance of
wonder at her escape.
Her face aijd vicinity.
limbs were slightly bruised and she re- delicious clams and other articles of a
ceived a nervous shock, but was about picnic shore lunch. A very pleasant time
home as usual the next day, glad of her is reported.
Miss Julia G.

step

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Hills

Mrs Isaac S.
pencer corsets.

advertises

the

& Co. oiTers free inforto condition of trees,
Waldo Trust Co. advertises ook

Brooks-Merrill
iat:on as

lli

on

1

ist.

Coombs Co. advertises
days’ sale of standard goods.

H. H.
wo

a

escape

big

from anything

more

serious.

J. G. Aborn of this city is in the Waldo County Hospital for X-ray treatment

Colonial Theatre advertises picfor a fractured thigh, which he received
program.
I by falling from the roof of the Anne C.
lost.
L. P. Barbour advertises dog
makes an an- Crosby house, where he was looking
The Waldo Trust Co.
treasurer.
ouncement in regard to its
] after repairs. Just before leaving home
amthat morning Mr. Aborn had made a
The Hall Hardware Co. advertises
the huntlunition and other things for
check, for his own and Mrs. Aborn’s conj
1
ng ser son.
tributions to the drive, little realizing
Mrs Harriet Wyllie advertises sport
The

ure

nd dress hats.
to let.
See adv. of furnished rooms

Davis advertises International

Bert I
na

,e

suits and coats.

to measure

Fred T Chase adver'ises kodaks, films,
itc.
Market offers week-end speWood’s
iials.
Mrs.

C.

A.

Mosman

advertises

The

Dreamland

Theatre

advertises
1

The Dinsmore Store advertises hosiery
If silk and wool.
I The Oliver Typewriter Co. advertises
demonstration for pext Saturday at 69

lain street.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary

will

public supper next Monday night,
Jept. 25th, at tbe Memorial hall. Visitlave

ors

a

25 cents.

Mrs.

Alfred Crawford, formerly Miss

jllian Knowlton, is to have an attractive
ix room bungalow home built next to
he residence of her mother, Mrs. Elmer
inowl ton on Congress street. The location is a fine one having a good view of
the entire bay. It will he ready for ocMr.
cupancy by the middle of October.
timer Knowlton has charge of the work.

gram.'

She

the next summer’s proenthusiastic over the
and

apparer.t interea

v.

ingness of all
majority of

she had interviewed and

he

Belfast people wi
thing worth while

-ed that some-

be p,
may

Local
and

that

sportsmen

be looked forward

A

seem

to realize that

Monday and Tuesday

God’s
Crucible

*
_

Friday
“Sins of Rozanne”

A RALPH CONNOR

STORY

COMEDY

Saturday
A

BIG

METRO

COMEDY

/

BIG

UNIVERSAL

Something New.

|

Comedy

See ’em at the Dreamland and Save Money

last

Big

Role.

Postmaster Keating wishes to announce
that effective October 1st the prices at
which Treasury Savings Certificates have
heretofore been sold will be advanced.
On account of the continued increase
in value in Lioerty Bonds, as well as the
general advance in all investments, and
the gradual decline in interest rates, the
Government has decided to reduce the
rate of interest paid on Treasury Savings
Certificates to a basis of 4 percent com-

pounded semi-annually.
On and after October 1st these securities will be sold as follows:

$25 maturity value for $20 50
100
1000

"

82,00
820.00

These securities mature five years from
the date of issue and being registered are
absolutely safe guarded against the dangers of loss by fire or burglary They also
have the advantage of being bought at a
minimum price which increases automa
tically each month the certificates are
held, Prov sion is made for their redempton before maturity if desired, in
which case the interest yield is about 3
per cent on the investment.
Postmaster Keating states that until
October 1st he can sell Treasury Savings
Certificates at present prices which *ill
yield the purchaser an income of 25 per
cent on every dollar invested during the
five year period to maturity. This will
doubtless be the last opportunity to purchase a government security paying such
interest for many
an attractive rate of
years to come
be glad to furwill
Postmaster Keating
nish full information and to fill all applications.

LEWIS A. BROWNE
In the death of Lewis A.

Browne,

who

passed away at his home,No. 7 Alto street
early Sunday morning, Belfast has lost
Mr.
one of its few old time shipbuilders.
Browne has always been a good citizen,
but was extremely quiet and unassuming.
He was born in Prospect, June 30, 1858,
the son of John ana Clarissa (Ellis)
Browne, and for the past forty years has
made his home in Belfast. After several
years of ill health, his death was caused

Thursday evening, being

chief of police and Sheriff of Lincoln county they traced her to Waldo-

Adventure, Action, Suspense.
COMEDY—THE PICKANINNY
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

GET

FRESH
FILMS
FROM
Developing
25 Ma

was

in Grove Cemetery.

boro, Hope and finally into Warren.
They did not succeed in bringing her
borne, but have relieved the a nxiety of 2 USED CARS AT A BARGAIN.
relatives and friends, who naturally
1-90 Overland.
feared that Bhe had met her death in
1-85 Overiand.
seom way.
Inquire at 75 Church Street

For Sale

St

n

and

eel

Printing for Amateurs
(Tel. 34-11)
Belfast, Main.-

can

your

Hampden.

Corset.

May I
Kindly

Mr. George Hammett was a
visitor in Bangor Saturday.

business

an

appointment.
Registered Spencer Corsetiere

spencer

Miss Ethel Moore is boarding at E. K.
Grant’s while attending High School.

Farnsworth,

who

has

call and tell you why?
write or telephone for

TEL. 72-23. R. 6 BELFAST

Misses Georgia Kingsbury and Elizabeth Snow are teaching at Orland.

Wm.

on

a

mrs. Isaac s. hills

Mrs. Frank Bradley and daughter Patricia have returned to Portland.

Mr.

save

YOU clothes withmoney
Spencer

Carl Clegg, who has been ill with scarlet fever, is much better.

tion to teach in

by paralysis. His widow, formerly Miss
Lida J. Keith of Belfast, their daughter,
Florence M., wife of Malcolm D. Bilseen for the last time on the streets
about 10 p. m. It is thought she disap- lington of Portland, and one son, Edpeared to avoid going to school, but later win C. Browne of Morrill, and a brother,
developments seem to indicate that a Lynwood Browne of Prospect, survive
The funeral was held at hia late
young man had supplied her with money him
and assisted in her escape.
City Marshal home Tuesday afternoon with Rev
Knowlton went to Rockland with Coun- George C. Sauer of the j^aptist church
The bearers were Elmer
ty Attorney Ralph I. Morse and E. L. officiating.
Spear and soon found the girl had been Knowiton, Fred Black, Fred L. Howard
seen there.
With the assistance of that and Frank B. Myrick. The interment

city’s

Wednesday
A

City Marshal M. R. Knowlton located
Marian, the 15 years old daughter of Mrs.
Marian Hughes of this city, in Warren
Tuesday afternoon. The girl had been
warning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Greenlaw on Condon street, but

diaappeared

HAROLu LLOYD CuMEDY

ETHEL CLAYTON in

Spain.

Treasury Savings Certificates.

o^Belfast

Dreamland Theatre
“Hold Your Horses”

tino

College.

Greenville,

TOM MOORE in

of

A story

upon

is generally

pair,

FRANKFORT.

“Blood and Sand” Gives Rodolph Valen-

game ol all kinds
Warden Frank M. Bailey has
on

known, is the youngest of her many asProf. Melville E. Chase, in charge of
sociates but has been permitted to attend
the music
schools, is drilling a
many of their parties so she was prepar! class of twenty boys and girls to take
ed to make a charming little hostess when
part in the regular program of the State
her first real party arrived.
She receivSchool Teachers’ Association in Bangor,
ed many gifts and was chief spokesman
Mrs. Sarah Dunbar Durgin observed
Oct. 25th, 26th and 27th. The class will
at the games on the lawn and piazza. ;
aer
ninety-sixth birthday Saturday,
illustrate the correct tone quality of un
Later Mrs. Hayes served refreshments of
Sept. 9th,at her boarding place, The Way: changed voices.
They are to sing four
ice cream, cake, etc., from a prettily arShe received calls from
side Tea House.
table.
Besides a number numbers, the boys taking the high tones
dining
ranged
her friends, was the recipient of a numin two and the girls in the other two.
of grown ups and the family the guests
ber of gifts, letters and postal cards all |
Supt. Edward E. Roderick of this city, a
included Jane Mudgett, Jennie, Margaret
wishing the continuation of her wondermember of the Association’s executive
and Loretta Piiley, Roberta Smith and
fully well preserved life. Contrary to
board, has charge of the program.
Sheila
Upton.
most people of her years she is living in
Residents of Ryder’s Cove, Isleaboro,
She
the present and not in the past.
Esther Jane, the bright little daughter
have formed a society of about 100 memreads and keeps in touch with current of Mr and Mrs. B. L. Mudgett, observed
bers with the chief object of rebuilding
affairs and ioves above all the society of her sixth birthday Sept. 16th at their
Pendleton Brothers have
the wharf.
her young friends.
Franklin street
Mrs.
new home on
given the land and Harry A. Babbidge
Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar and little daugh* Mudgett was assisted by Mrs. Sumner will have ch<rge of the construction.
ter Elizabeth left Monday for an indefi- C. Pattee, who directed the games, spec- The sum of $2,000 has already been raisial dances, etc., with Mrs. Henry Smith
nite visit in Hazardville, Conn., with rel
ed.
A lawn party has been given at the
Miss Roberta Smith deitives. Mrs. Dunbar was the gu st of at the piano
Stockbridge estate, cle^rini about $95,
honor at a very pleasant party given by lighted the little ones with a vocal solo and other social affairs are plaifned. Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie and Mra. Marion E. and also with a dance. On entering the Essie P. Carle ami Miss Mary E. Pierce’s
Brown at Jthe Ritchie home on Church dining room each little guest received a cottage is located at Russell Point and
•treel last Wednesday evening.
Supper gaily decorated paper cap, which was will be convenienced by t e wharf, etc.
selected according to their individual
was served at 7 o'clock, the hostesses beThe following real estate de 1 in Seal
ing assisted by Misses Katherine Brown, tastes and style. The center of the din- Harbor is of general interest:
bore
a handsone cake with six
tables
ing
Hope Dorman, Ruth Dinsmore and Grace
Seal Harbor is having a season of unHizeliine. The prizes went to Mrs Vir- candles and at every plate were tiny in- usual real estate activity. The recent
cakes
with
a single caudle. Each
dividual
sale of 40 acres in the Ox Hill section on
fil L. Hall and Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee
while Mrs. Albert M. Carter received tha child also received a kewpiedoll as favors. the east side of Seal Hirborlo Edsel Ford
Mr. Ford plans to
is of great interest.
consolation.
has made The guests were Roberta Smith, MarMrs. Dunbar
begin construction of a new summer home
many genuine friends during her two garet, Katherine and Dorothy Mayes, early in the spring. Mr. Duncan Chandfears’
residence, coming here from Suzanne Miller, Rebecca Holmes, Anne ler of New Yorh, the architect who was
summer
Maine. Mr. Dunbar, who re- and Charlotte Cooper, Katherine Piueo, architect for the Seal Harbor
homes of John D. Rockefeller, Jr and of
signed a short time ago as treasurer of Martha Bowker, Elizabeth Dunbar,Helen the late Mrs. Maik
A. Hanna, has be^n
the Waldo Trust Company, will take a Read, Doris Healey, Doris McMahan, choseu to design Mr. Ford’s new home.
vacation before accepting another posi- Caroline DollofT, Ruth Follett, Helen The Ox Hill tract was purchased by Mr.
Ford from Mrs. Sprague-Smith, Amos
tion.
Vinal, Evelyn Towle.
Clement and the estate ot the late James
Clement.

Thursday„

Storj

!

as sne

AFTER MIDNIGHT

and

Mr. John Boyd spent the weekend at
Prospect.
A telegram was received Tuesday from
Mrs. Fred McCard and
daughter have
Pittsburgh, Pa., announcing the death returned home.
that morning of Alexina Blair, wife of
Mrs. Al ee Drake was the weekend
Morgan, son of Margaret Crosby Schiller
guest of Ida Tail.
Miss Wilma Lord has accepted a
posi-

of colorful Spain, of moonThe electrical shower of last Friday
lights, senoritas, of dancing and guitars
—the
land
for
was
one
of
the most severe of
evening
passionate love making—
written by Vicente Blasco, Ibanez, author
the season. ^T'he lightning was rontinu
of “The Four Horsemen,” adapted by
ous
for some time, the thunder rather in the county that he does not cover.
June Mathis, adapter of that production,
as plentiful as
are
Woodcock
reported
distant under the atmospheric conditions,
and directed by Fred Niblo, who directed
while the rain fell in torrents with more i usual, while partridge are also seen in “The Tnree Musketeers,” Such is “Blood
Duck hunting is also and Sand,” starring Rodolph Valentino,
or less hail.
Considerable damage was large numbers.
and which comes to the Colonial Monday and
done to the fruit trees, vegetables and good on the river, the near by bogs
Tuesday, Sept. 25 26
lakes.
A story of hot, impetuous love against
late garden flowers.
At the Allen H.
a
background of the most dangerous
Miss Ruth, daughter of Mrs. Sarah F.
Miller farm in Lincolnville, one of the
sport known to man—bull lighting. Imbest in the county, the hail cut off and Knight, entertained a party of B. H. S.
mense scenes there are of the bull ring,
split the tomatoes, bruised and broke former schoolmates at their home on the tremendous crowds, the impressive
opening pageant and ‘be charge of the
open his apples and also i jured other of Cedar street last Wednesday evening
the cape play, the foot work, the
his fall and winter products.
Walter There were two tables at auction, the bull,
dangerous work of the devils who infuriHickey of East Northport was knocked first prize, a box of correspondence cards, ate the bull, who dare the beast to kill
down in his garage and several others in went to Miss Katherine Kittredge and —and who often lose their dare.
the consolation, a dainty handkerchief,
The production is a distinguished one,
that vicinity were stunned.
to Miss Katherine Brown.
Mrs. Knight impressive in its sincerity, startling in its
the
little
filled with the warmth of a fine
of
Dorothy,
daughter
Mr. and assisted in
serving refreshments. Miss thrills,
love.
Mrs. Jerry E. Hayes, observed her third
Ruth left yesterday for Norton, Mass., to
birthday at their home on Court street enter
her senior year at Wheaton

“Dotty,”

per

CONWAY TEARLE in

FRED T. CHASE

both eyes and ears c-'-a. They also know
.ie laws and that it
that he will enforc
is now very difficult to pick out any spot

Sept. 17th.

Silk

heels,

There will be a social for both younger'
and o'der people at the Methodist church j
next Monday evening.
Games will be
played and refreshments served.

was

Sunday is close time

for sale.
See advt. of furniture
sale.
See advt. of used cars for

icture program.

for

guarantors

He is very comlortable and
ty Hospital.
! is getting along well.

j

carf lost.

EARLY.

27

1 his is the Season for

Miss L. Jeannette Totten, circuit man-

to another summer.

1

YOUR SIZE

Wednesday. September

of New York

\

ager ot the Community Chautauqua, New
Haven, Conn., has been.in the city for
the past week and reports a long list of

I that before the solicitor had called tor it
he would be a patient in the Waldo Couu-

silk

GET

wool, linen toes and
$1.75 to $2.75

23

SEE ’EM FIRST AT THE COLONIAL

These long-wearing hose are this year
better than ever
To insure long wear
the toes and heels are made of pure linen.

with.

Pa THE REVIEW

R.BINSON CRUSOE.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

There is to be a shortage of this much
wanted hosiery, sik and wool, especially
in the popular Holeproof brand.

known to many of the citizens m the
is doing busi-

Pic-

BLOOD AND SAND

A Real Heart Pieture.

Silk and Wool

years with the Bangor Savings Bank and
for the past five years with the National

Top

was a

By the Author of the Four Horsemen.

MAY McAVOY in
The

a

ture Like

COMEDY-THE BARNSTORMtRS
RATHE NEWS

The Knowlton

The News ot Belfast

There Never

22

IDOLS

STRANGE

was

Rodolph Valentino

DUSTIN FARNUM in

A prayer s ervice for Robert F., infant
son of Samuel and Viva Bennett Harvey,

ness

truths that burn

Friday, September

bury Memorial Hospital is in progress
and the general work is also being rushed
that the hospital m ry be opened as early
in October as possible
Tue
executive
committee have, within the past few
days, receive! several substantial contributions of money and checks, including one for 11000.

Never

Lover Like

STANLEY IN AFRICA

work

Charles A

There

Importance

COMEDY -LOOSE NUTS

communities the company

BELFAST, MAINE

Monday and Tuesday
Sept. 25-26

FAY COMPTON

FEATURING

of changing the operating
room to the top floor in the new Brad-

International Made-to-Measure

21

OSCAR WILDE’S

solicited.

The

I

THEATRE

ALWAYS CLEAN AND COZY

church will give an escalloped clam suptheir vestry Friday evening,
per in

AU WOOl

COLONIAL

THE

CorsEtS

em-

ployment in Milford, spent the weekend
at home.

Miss Catherine Cochrane has gone to
Castine Normal School to finish her course
as teacher
;

D. F. Stephenson

Mrs. Jacob Clegg and son Donald, who
motored to New Hampshire, have re1 turned home.

MOVED TO

Misses May Cochrane and May Kane
Imve gone to teach schools in Milibridge
f and Harrington.
Mrs.
Margaret Thompson, who has
been caring for Mrs. Sara Clegg, has returned to Winterport.
Mr. Walter Marden and

Winterport spent Sunday

(Winchester,
Remington

Try

family

of West
with Mr. and

Remington,

74 Main Street.

Western

our

Don’t

Game Loads

Western

Suppr X

Mrs. Delphinus Dana.
Mrs. Walter Cochrane and daughter,
Mrs Bernard Constantine of Bangor, are
visiting relatives in town.

Complete

WE ALSO CARRY

Peanut Butter

With New Prices

Mr. and Mrs. Shepard Hopkins^ind Mr.
and Mrs
Bradley Hopkins, formerly of
this town, have been calling on relatives
and friends here,

Fains MM Fanis
Olives, Sardines and

Line of

New Guns

Mrs. Mary McCormick of Northern
Maine Junction, spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Donlin

forget Stephenson’s

FOR SALE
AT A BARGAIN

Hunting Coats

Schools in the village began Sept. 11th
with the following teachers: High school,
H. H. Warren of Kenduskeag principal;
Arthur Urran
of
Camden assistant;
grammar school. Mrs. Tolman; primary
Helen
Clark
of Frankfort.
school,

ALL SIZES

II III ft

harriman palmer.
Belfast friends

of the groom and hia
parents will be interested in the following

Belfast, Me.

wedding notice as his father, Charles A.
Harriman, was a former Belfast boy:
The home of Mr, and Mrs. Perley B
Palmer on Myrtle street, Orono, was the
scene of a very brilliai t wedding Saturday, September 16 at 12.30, when their
dau^iter Pearl Lillian was united in marriage to Alonzo J Harriman of Auburn.
Rev. C. W. Wilson, pastor of the United
parish, was the officiating clergyman.
The double ring service was used.
Miss

ICE CREAM BUSINESS, or everything pertaining to the manufacture of
ice cream, motor power freezer, ice breakAlso Ford Touring Car cheap.
er, etc.
tf37
H. W. HEALEY, Belfast

I HAVE A FINE LINE
—OF—

Tel. 55

Sport ill Dress Hats

SAVE FUEL

ON DISPLAY.

PERFECTION OIL HEATERS

Pleased to have

you

call.

MRS. HARRIET WYLLIE

$6.75, $8.25, $10.50

27 Miller Street.

V..J

Helen Palmer, sister of the bride, was
maid of honor. Edwin A. Andrews of
Bath best man. Mrs. John Crosby, sister
of the groom, and Miss Alice Palmer, sis
3 or 4
ter of the bride, were bridesmaids.
The
bride was gowned in white French crepe,
for light housekeeping, with modern
beaded, with veil and carried brides roses.
improvements. Inquire at
The maid of honor wore coral French
44 MILLER STREET.
tf38
The
crepe, beaded.
bridesmaid, Mrs.
Crosby wore blue crepe and Miss Palmer
The
pink crepe and carried pink roses
are cordially invited to attend the
groom’s gift to the bride was a diamond
first
public demonstration of the
pin set in platinum, his gift to the best
silk scarf, lavendar and
man were cuff links.
The bride’s gift to
NEW COMMERCIAL KEYBOARD A
the bridesmaids were cameo pins. Pullen’s of the OliverTypewriterto be held Saturwith cross-way stripes.
white,
orchestra furnished music for the occa- day, September 23rd at 69 Main Street
return to Mrs.
sion. The house was beautifully decorat- from 2-30 P. M. to 10 30 P. M.
Finder
ed by Sekenger of Bangor. Mr. Harriman
OU can perform a real and valuable A. C. Mosman and receive reemfor
the
benefit
of
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harservice
you
Tel. 107-11.
riman of Bath and a graduate of the Uniployers at this time by bringing to wara.
COMMERCIAL
the
NEW
of
Maiue
in
class
of
attention
the
1920
and
their
versity
is a member of the S. A. E. fraternity.
He KEYBQARD that will make your work FULL AND
TIME
is employed with his uncle, Mr Coombs, easier and lighter and enable your em
for the Fraternities in Maine, N, H., R
the architect of Lewiston Mrs Harriman ploye.s to effect decided economies in
I and Vermont. Either sex. Experiences
graduated from Mt. Ide in the claas of their typewriter investment and saving in
not necessary.
One Thousand Dollars to
1920.
They are both very popular and upkeep.
be distributed for work to January 1.
have a wide circle of friends who wish
This invitation to see and operate the
Address, THE FRATERNITIES.
them a long happy wedded life. The bride New Oliver keyboard is expressly extendwas the recipient of many presents of
ed to all operators, regardless of what
silver, cut glass, linen and several checks. make of machine they are now using.
A pleasant reception followed the cereFirst public demonstration, Saturday,
mony, delicious refreshments of salads,
September 23rd from 2.30 P. M. to 10 30
rolls, c„ke, ice cream and coffee waa ser- P. M. Come and bring your friends.
ved by Miss Kate Fitzgerald of Bangor.
THE
There was a large attendance of Orono
friends
Among those from out of town
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harriman,
Mr. and Mrs. John Crosby, Mr. and Mrs.
John Crosby, Jr,, of Bath, Mr. and Mrs.
A MALE POMERANIAN DOG.
E. Palmer, of Wollaston, Mass., Mr. John
For information regarding, call 181-12.
of
Palmer
Dvrches
er,
Palmer, Miss Annie
L. P. BaRBOUR,
Fred
and
Mrs
A.
Harriman
Mr.
Mass.j
North port Avenue
and daughter, Miss Flora of Waterville, 69 Main
next to B. H.
■'
v
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ingalls of BridgePalmer
of
Miss
Frances
Springfield,
ton,
Oral Blaisdell and family of Burnham
The
Mass Harold Worth of New York.
happy couple left by auto for a wedding and their guests, Mrs. George Stevens of
FOR FLETCHER'S
trip to Canada, after which they will re- Stockton Springs and Clarence Heath,
called on friends at Troy Center Sunda y
side in Auburn.

Special

Invitation

TO LET

to All

Stenographe
and Typists

Furnished Rooms

rs

YOU

LOST

long

please

SPARE

SOLICITORS

Furniture for Sale
Telephone

OLIVER

292-4

LOST

TYPEWRITER
COMPANY

St.,

Mudgett.

1

—

Children. Cry

j

CASTORIA

--—_risner
^

Children Cry for Fletcher's

1

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of
on
the wrapper all these
_—
yea«
Just t0 Pfotect
comine
Do n t be
generations.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are
bnt
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health cf
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

deceived*
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QITES-STINGS

FREEDOM
his

Da*

liter, Mrs

Reynclds of Port-

N. O

Mr. end Vr*

bug, chigger, bee, wasp,
mosquito, etc., apply wet
baking soda or household
ammonia, followed by
cooling applications of

! u«'us.
~

F y e, S< pt

land re,led cr I ffie V

Freri'cm Academy be* evened w i’h the
lerpest entering class for a cumber of

M%JHZ-JU6ad‘

erc s
atd

Sold by

Vrs. Ca

I

spent

qp Palmer an JO* an 3ros.

Mr

a

CATARRH

WIN TERRORT

Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Jr.ffcier.eed
constitutional
conditions.
by
HALL’S
CATARRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic, taken internally, and acts thfough
the
mucous
surfaces
; the blood upon
f of
the
HALL S
CATAFRH
system.
Capt John Philbrook it still in a serious ■! MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring
i normal c nditions.
condition and i*a great sufferer.
All Druggists
Circulars free
F. J. Cheney &
'o.. Toledo. Ohio.
Mias Frances Torrey bas gone to Chel-

PKOSPEfT FEPR^

to resume teaching.

Miss Louise A Smith has resumed her

Orrin Luke of Che’msford. Mass., has
visited his mother, Mrs. Emma Luke,
sever*! days.

duties as pnncipa! of the Sargent Schtol
in Brewer.
Miss Louise McDonough of Belfast has
returned home after a visit with her
sister, Mrs. F. C. Atwood.

Mr. and Mrs. C F Leake of Springfield,
recently visited Mr. sod Mrs. W

Mass

D. Harriman.

Lewis Atwood and R. L. Clements have
returned from a trip to Lincoln, Milo and
other towns in that vicinity.
Rev. Elton K. Bassett who has bee a
doing church extension work has returned
to bis home in Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Guy Southard and children of
Dexter, spent a week at the home of her
father, E. N. Bartlett-recently.
Mr and Mrs. E. A Davu of Redbans,
who have been spending their vacaN. Y
tion here, have returned home.
Mrs. Charles Littlefield and

Capt and
daughters, Estelle and June of Brooklyn,

Y-,

returned home last week.

Mr*. Alvah Berry and daughter Virginia of Boston recently visited Mr and
Mrs. Evander Harriman.
Rose Lord

Mrs.

and two children of

New Jersey, who have b en spending the
summer here at the Lord cottage, left by

j

auto for their home Sept. 10.
Edward Avery and chil-

Mr. and Mrs

dren have moved from Sandypoict into
the James Pe rce bouse at the Ferry
Mrs. Avery wiil teach the school here

the

coming

year.

Henrietta Harding Gir.n died at
She had been
her home September 7th.
sick several weeks and h;r death was not
Mrs.

Moody and Miss i
unexpected, but atiii it was a shock to
Harriet Moody motored to Dixheid, Sept i her family. Mrs. Ginn was a woman
t, where Miss Moody will teach.
j highly respected by all who knew her
Mr. and Mrs. George Beil who have I and she wiil be aadly missed in this combeen guests of her sister, Mrs. Mary At- mu city. She leaves to mcum tneir ,oss
|
wood, have returned to Massachusetts.
one daughter, Mrs. Josepn.ne Bank-, ana
of
new
Supt
Ricaard J. Morgrage, the
E. W. Grin tie of this
one sister, Mrs
•chools, with his wife and child, have be- piace, and a large circ.e of relatives ana
gun housekeeping in the F. X. Eaton friends. The funeral service took place
Rev. Mr.
house.
from her late home Sept. 9th.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

C.

C.

The whist party, public sapper, entertainment and dance.heid by the Chautauqua club was a pleasant and successful
occasion.
A Chautauqua c'.ub has beeD organized
Ethel C.
W. Bussey, president,

May

secretary and Louise A

Knowles,

Smith,

treasurer.
F. M

Nickerson, the

former Supt of
for the school union of which

schools,
Winterport is part, has entered on his new
duties in the union of which Jay and
Wilton are included. He has 30 schools

"under

Cass of Bucksport

spoke

to the sorrow,ng

family, W. Haley of Winterport undertaker in charge. The flowers were many
Those from out of
and very beautiful.
town

attend were George He.gan of
Mass.; Mrs. Alwiida Meade of

to

Lynn,
Boston; Mrs. Vannie Rackliffe and the
Misses Isabel and EmroyGinn of Belfast;
Mr. and Mis Ed. Gilkev and Mi-s Fau:tina Harding of Searspoit; Harvey Libby
of Bangor; Mrs. Everett Peirce and M ss
Lizzie Ginn of Bucksport; and Mr. and
Mrs Chanes Crocker of Sandypoint.

TROY.

his supervision.

Mrs. Carrie Schenekenberger of Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs P. H. Monty
sod Mrs. Elizabeth Clement of Lynn,
Mass., Mrs. Hattie Clement, Mr. and Mrs,
Charles Curtis tod four daughters were
callers on Mr. and Mrs J. A Holmes and
Mrs.- Estelle Fish, Sept. 10.
The town, village and high schools began Sept. 11, with the following list of
teachers. High school, Harold P. Andrews;
assistant Edna Conanl; grammar Sumner
Clark, intermediate Necia K. Lord; upper

ISLESttORO

The

schools

in

Tioy

reopened last

week
L. H. Reynolds has sold bis farm
man from Skowhegan.

to

a

Arthur Cunningham has had the radio
installed at his home.
in
Miss tdith Mitchell in teaching
Stuart
Verna
Miss
and
Franklin, Mass.,
in Canaan.
Mrs. R. H. Ward, who received »evere
injuries from a fall down cellar recently,

Mias Martha Smith
Castine Normal school.

her
visiting in Newport before going to
home in Dedham, Mass.

Sept. 11.

town

left

The

recently for

Izora Duncan has returned to
Capline to complete her course at the
Normal school.
Mrs.

Miss Florence

Beckett

has

returned

from Camden, where she baa had
ployment during the shmmer.

em-

Many of the summer residents have
returned to their winter homes after
bavin* spent Use

summer

here.

Mrs. Theory Knowtton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nsnum Pendleton, is spend
in* her vacation with her parents.
Miss Christiana Pendlaton died last
Saturday at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Sarah Hatch. The deceased was the
*«..filter of Mr. and Mrs. Richmond H.
Pendleton and was SI years old. She
leaves taro listers and two brothers to
Mrs Sarah Hatch, Mrs.
Mourn her loss:
Lydia Davis, Captain Nathan Pendleton
nnd George R. Pendleton. Funeral aerv cos ware held last Tuesday with Rav.
Lewaiten officiating.

LampL

remains

of Miss Linda

occurred recently at the
home of her niece. Miss Angie Garcelon,
for interin Unity, was brought to Troy
ment in Fairview cemetery.
Miss Nellie A Danfcrth passed sway
Sunday afternoon, Sept. lOtb, at Dr.
Tapley's hospital in Belfast, where she
was operated upon the Monday before
Her mother, Mrs. Ella
for appendicitis.

Danforth, had been with ber since
Wednesday. Two brothers also aurvive,
one in St. Paul, Minn., and Otis D*nfortb of this town.

Island,

about

11 miles off

tbe coast of Rockland, was once a busy
granite center. Today it is deserted, si-

lent and forlorn. When John D. Landers, superintendent of tbe big granite
quarry died suddenly, no one could be
found to take bia place and tbe quarry
,iras closed. Thus hundreds were thrown
out of work. Many bade farewell to tbs
place at once. 1 rom a bustling place of
1500 quarry men and their families, the
place now baa one resident, tbe caretaker.

Mrs.

Eantoc

Seth

recent

er

and

Mr

and

FttbiV
for the (cut ty
day of Sej t* ir.
tbooaood Dire

two

Mrs.

of Knox

wilh him to visit for awhile.

j

Mr. Frecencx Shepard of Watervilie
will supply for the pttsent, both morn ng
and tv ening, at F ree .cm churcb. All are
invitee to all the services of the church.
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ate
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therein ate
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• no

Mr. ate Mrs. Rudof
three children and Mr. and Mrs. Stewart

Vi

t

at

d«*
reef
Char .*s
tamed

spar and

f-eti.

.n

ftp. probate

it

de

preset,is seid pe
bine be required
ed in the petition

was

jj
;I
'■

re-

«oe

V.LNkCL CtMith
Nancy Tay

M.ss

r

of

Bid efcrd

Mr. and Mrs
to the

t ome

E

T

has

nephew,

c

lateral inheritance

no

app.

Granite and Marble Monuments
Headstones and Markers
I

Estate of Jennie L, Frerch. ale of LiocolnFirst aid final acc-unt presented for
allowance by Char es b. Kidder, admin strator

Cali

vi.l*-.

EstaU
f Ivory :
Whit*. .»u- of Merrill*
First ana final acc unt pres
r allowa^ce by Charles White and Forest L
White,

executors.

IN

for

trying

surprisingly helpful
teething children.
A little

(works

NEW BOOK, 300 page*, on care
treatment of Dumb Animals—
Sheep, ^Dogs and
Horses, Cattle,
Poultry, with Humphreys’ Veterinary
Medicines, mailed free.
JUk. For Feserj, Csagesiie* and tafUmrnaiim
B B Far Diseases al tfc= Tendons or Lijamsnts
C-Q. For Diseases ol the fiiiads
D.D. For Wan Diseases
LE. Far Diseases el the Jkir Passages
F.F. Far Cafe. Spasmodic ar Wind Coiic
6.6 Presents Ifeearriage
D.H. Far Disorders af the Kidneys and 3 ■adder
L L Far Cstaaescs Disease or Eruptions
XK Far Diseases of Digest**
eoc. each, at Drug Store* or mailed,
firs pH keys' Homeopathic Medicis* Co..
[56 William Street. Hew York.

HUMPHREYS*

Witch Hazel Ointment (&■*)
“The Pile Ointment*
Sample Mailed Free
HrwrHKETs' HoMEorATHio Mnuoma Co*
US William Street. Hew York.

1 month

6 fcr $1C0

M. A. COOK’S

De

i

Point Lace
FOR THE

We* sell Filins

WEDDING DRESS
We have several fine pieces of real
Point Lace which we are cfferinS**
Also seme
very reasonable prices.
fine pieces of Venetian Lace and

Saves
Time

Irish

Crochet Lace.

the

at

n

AMY

RACHEL M. BRADSTFEET.

CMI ITAL MAGIC WATER CGWPARY
AUGUSTA, MAINE

Room

to

Let

All modern conveniences—
front

corner room.

1 he

Apply to

Journal Office.

WILSON

PARTR1D6E

u:e

*u^

^

?&***

Lfbp!

of Waldo, dtceaf'd.
bonds a6 the law directs. All l erecct
demands agatcst the estate : -*;G
Bt
ftclt
art* desired to present tfte .»arre f
r_
to
and all irdebted thereto are rtqjrsted
in

the

County

immediately.
ROSETTA RIDLF.YRICHAr.DsO"-

payment

Cleaning
stains and
Bath
spots—aim ost without effort.
Tubs, Closets, Sicks and Floors
look like cew after a single application.

sti

The
/ DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTU t
scriber hereby gives notice that ate &-•
:r..- **u
cl
administratrix
duly appointed

Makes
House
kirds of

L.

SUE M

Energy•

Easier

Call and

the Journai office.

AND

all

Street.

--—1

J

Removes

nit

Lemos’, Eaton Block,
High

STUDIO

|

a

films developed.
Picture eolarsins ard ft mint

24 TO 36 HOURS

Belfast, Me.

tor 25

Ping Pengs 15

Finishing

<

tax^

I

High Street

by

ance

Lemos, Eaton Blook,

De
12-3

Kodak

fcunday,

Dumb Animals

BOUGHT AND SOLD

wonders I

Photographs for

daughter.Dorothy

in one season and his average is about 15
a year w.th a grand total of not less than
8CQ.

Personal Property

i

|

Patience is tbe best asset for a fishera lex hunter, according to ThomWimbiop, aged 86 years,
as Gledhill of
who has the reputation of being skilled in
He baa shot as many as 33 foxes
both.

Hi oh Street.

1

j

man oi

Lemos’, Eaton Block,

Do

I

Bloomfield. N J.

at'

general storing

to

regularly

Scott ft Bow™:?.

mother,

within and for the County of W aiou ar d
Lawrence Wesley Furrill late of Burnham, Court,
deceased. Petition that E mtr E. Spear of State of Maine.
Estate of Edith M. Lawrence, late of Mont
Everett, in the County of Middlesex aud^tate |
viile. I^awrence D. Clark of Winneeook. Monof Msseachuceits. or some other suitable person
may be appointed admit istrstcr of said ! tana appointed executor September 12, A. D
estate.
19.’2, E. B, Hunt of Unity appointed tg<-nt
Petition presented by said Elmer E.
Spear.
Estate of Lillie M. Nicaereon, ate of BelSidney J. Ycurg, late of Lincoliiviiie, de- fast. Foster C Small, M. D, of Belfast apceased
Petition tbit Joseph S. Muiiin or
pointed * settlor Septew ber 12, A U. 1922.,
a. me other suitable peieon may be appointed
Estate of Jane E.Thajer, late of Winteradmimsir*.i*.r of said estate. Application tnat l>ort. Joshua H. Thayer of Winterport
apdo boco te i- quixed frcm said administrator
pointed executor Sept< mter 12, A, D. 1922.
is contain*d in ibe petition for probate there*
Estate of Lena E. Jones, late of Brooks,
said
S
of. Petition presented by
Joseph
W illard S. Jones of Br- oka appointed executor
Muiiin. j
September 12, A. D. 1922.
of
deceaslate
E.
Flore nee.
Troy,
Bscfcelder,
Estate of Bar nab J. Y. err field, late of PaW ill and petition for protate tnereof and i
ed.
Addie J. Wood Sinclair of Palermo
leimo.
j aiao that bred O. Gocdwin or seme other suit
e xecutr x
Scp’emter 12, A. D 1922,
kbie person be appointed administrator, with j appointed,
Estate of krark C. Bcarcman. late of Isles
the will annexed, the txecuKr named in said
Wendell H. hcaroman of Isleaboro apboro.
Petition presented by
wiil having ceceased.
Winnie W Mmrce, a legatee namea in saia
pointed administrator September 12, A.D. 1922.
will.
Estate of Varnum R. Pbilbrock, late of WinEstkte of Argie L Keith, late of Jackaon. j ter port, Imna R. Fh. brock of Wmterporp
Petition of Anreo J. Keitn. administrator,
appointed acminietratrix September 12, A D
that he may be licensed to aell aLd convey at 1922.
in
situated
estate
;
real
certain
Estate of Ckai'es H. Douglass, late of Knox.
private saie,
Jackson, befoigirg to said deceased and deCtarlea J. Rica .of Knox appointed adminisccnttd in said petition.
trate r September 12. A. D. 1922.
.Estate of Abeiice S. Towle, late of bearsEstate of Carroll J. Clark, late of NorthEthei J. Clark of Nonhport appointed
pert. Petition of Henry B, Hsrt, executor, ; pert
at
and
to
sel
*ccnvey
be
licensed
ha
that
may
administratrix September 12, A. D. 1922.
situated in
real
sale
certain
®*J*te
private
|
Estate cf Abtie kl Thom peon, late of Belheart port and described in said petition.
fast. Selwyn Tbcmpecn of Belfast a;pcinted
Estate of VarnuAR, Pbilbrook. late of Winadministrator September 12, A. D. 1922.
adterport. Petition of Emma KT Philbrook,
(
Estate of Edwin Reynolds of Unity.5 Edwin
ministratrix. that she may be licensed to aell
B. Bunt of Unity appointed guardian Septemand convey at private sale certain real eatate
A. D. 1922.
ber-12.
in
said
described
acd
situated in Wmterpoit
Estate of Edwin D. Burd, late of Medford,
petition.
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Eva
Eatate of Charles N. Black, late of Belfast
T. Burd of Medford appointed administratrix
Petition of Geo»ge F. Black administrator.,
September 12, A D. 1922. John R. Dun ton of
inheritance
for deteimicaticn of collateral
Belfast appointed
a^ent.
tax.
Dated al Belfast, in said County of Waldo
Estate of Lyman W. Wentworth, late of
acd State of Maine t&ia 19th day;of SeptemexecuFord,
C,
Amelia
of
Searspcrt, Petition
ber, A. D. 1922.
inherittrix, fer determination of collateral
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.

and

time.

is

churct^

present but will continue his plans of out
of door Lie that is effecting a cure.

a

Scott’s Emulsion

appow^ed

for

Furniture

TIME-]

children is

most

J

..Monday.

speeding

Us

TIN S
<-AS*i YOUH.

rTEETHING

George

Mass.,

with

j

other .-..a’
p*as.n may be appointed
First and final ac< art presented for allowstrator
: said estate. Application that
ance Dy George F. B ack
administrator,
Bennett Kelley, who has been ;n Port- no b.-nd Pc
from
-aid
aoo.:•
istrator
requ.red
Estate of Joe; A •'* rk. late of J ickson
is Contained m the
!
r.-o.te there
pe.::mn f^r
land, '-he sues: of Mr. and ... rs
First and fi'.al acc unt j.relented for a.i^w*
of.
Petition
presmted Ly sasj Chari*a A. ance
Donne.ly, has returned home
by James VV^ra, administrator.
French, sor. aid heir ai-law ! said deceased
Estate of
d S ->mp*i>n, iate of F reeA.
Scboci began cn
Sept !lth
George
Ingraham, .<ste of E x, ueceas- dom. Final :-e-rlba
acc ^nt presented fs*N. >w*nce
Four- i fc<3* P«tUkr. 11 at Jvtn W.Iogr«hamor some by Clement W.
with Mrs. Avis Bailey as teacher.
o«ner sj.tit;«r person
Wescott, administrator.
aa
may oe
Estate f Emma Gertrud* Lane of Bro ks,
ministrs _r of »aid cstfile.
teen pup.is are ecroiied.
Application that
no bond be
Tr.ird
account
from
administrator
vaiu
required
presented for a lowance by
Services were he.d at the Monroe Cen- is contained in
Kate A. La;.e. guardian.
toe pe uu»n for probate tnere-f.
with
Petition ; rtstotia by Bessie W. li.graon Sunday,
Sept- lGtfc,
ter
F-state of L'ceba G
late of F*rosLcm, widow and ncir-at isw of said deceased. fecl- First and fins. Warden,
account presented for
Rev. Mr. Davis in the pulpit
O.is A. Wei man, late of Searsmont. de- allowance by Wendell H.
Warden, executor.
Mrs. Lydia Clements, who has been ceased. Petition mat L. zateih M.Wilima!.
Estate of W illiam H Curtis. late of Monroe.
tr some other suitable
be
person
nic.y
appointFirsand
and
infant
son
final
account presented for a
caring for Mrs Nado
w
ed administrator of said estate. Application acce
ny Freaenck L. Fi.iirr, administrator.
the past few weeks, has returned to Be:- that no boLd be rtqu.red from .said administrator is contained in the
Estate of Rowena Clarey. late of
petition for probate
fast.
Troy. Pethereof.
Felilicn presented by said E.izaoeth tition of Arvtrsia Cfctse and Joseph B. VickM.
and
Mr.
widow
Nado
and
Heir
at-iaw
of
said
rry.
under
Wei.man,
Mrs.
Rocert
the
Mr. and
cgniees
will, that Harold K.
stone or some other suitable
deceased.
person be apand Mrs. Harty Philpott of Dorchester,
pointed trustee of ssid *st te for purp'oees
William
deceased.
late
of
Oiiver,
Freedom,
a two weeks’ vacaare
named in sa d petition.
Petition that Cieve K Oliver or some other
suitaLi** person may be appointed administration at the heme of Mr. N-do’s
Emms J. Coleman, late of Hirgbarr, Massator of
said estate.
Petition presented by
chusetts.
Authenticated copy of will rtd
Mrs. John Nado.
Marjorie Penney, sister and heir-at law of petition for probate thereof having teen pre
seated for probate with petition that the same
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Nealley and son said deceased.
^
Ida Varney, late of Burnham, deceased. Pe
may be allowed, filed and recorded ar.d ttat
Kenneth of Winterport, Mr. and Mrs.
tition that timer L. bpear of Everett, in the
letters!testamentary i«ue to Ralph H Willard
W arren Grant and son Clayton of West1 County of Middlesex and State of Massachuof Belmont, in the County of Middlesex and
be
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Applicaor
suitable
may
setts,
and
person
Warren
Nettie
some.other
Winterport and Mrs.
appointed administrator of said estate. Ap- tion that no bond te required fnm said execuof Massachusetts visplication that no bond be required from said tor is contamed in •toe petition for probate
thereof.
administrator is contained in ibe petition for
on
Sept
ited at R. A. Clark’s
v
Petition presented by said
pro bate thereof.
Estate of Joshua E Crockett, late of W'inl Oth.
Either E, Spear, attorney of said deceased.
F
irat
and final account
terport.
presented for
Malccm Varney, late of Btfrnnam, deceased,
allowance ay Etta J. Hcmer. executrix.
Senator Bert Ferna'd just got his voite Petition that Liner L. Spear of Everett, in
j
ELLERY BOW DEN.
back again within a ftw days, having the County if Middlesex and State of Maee^iJudge of said Court.
His trouble chuaetta, or some other .suitable person may
A true cot y of ihv original. Attest:
been for 30 days without it.
be appointed administrator of said estate,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
is ah ir flamaauen of tbe larynx, result- Application tbat no bond be required from
He said administrator is contained in the peuuon
ing from an attack of tbe influenza.
for
thereof, Petition presented by
Notice is hereby given that the following
will not return to Washington for the said piobate
Elmer E. Spear,
the Prolate
appointment* have b«-en trade
me

adm

Talk

-JO e2i cions.

Estate of Aberina b', Towle, iate of Srarof aa.d state
Application that
bond t-e required frea »aid acm istrator px>rt. First acctunt predated for allowance
is Cor lamed u.
he pet. .Oj for probate thereby Henry B. Hart, executor
of
Petition presented by sas-i Clara E Hux- j
Estate of J hn Greer, la'e i-f Be'm
t First
f<> rd, a i4o* snu heir at- aw A taio deceased.
and rinai account
prrsenud for a aar.ee hi
t
Th;
ia.e
mas
of S.ockmn Springs*
E. Greer, «-x«cu'or
Mary
French,
deceased.
PetitKO ibat C bar its A. French r i
Estate of Charles N. B. ca. late of Belfast

John Rob-r's of Boston .s spending his
w th :..s gra: -p.rents, Mr. ana
vaCflt
Mrs. Henry Webber.

and

4

no

iter for the wister.

Skay

■

Hattie T. bu»h-r,

y

Bought
CITY.

HAVE A FINE LINE OF

W£

Estate of Caroline C. Bacon nf Win ter port,
Petition of Arno L Bacon, guardian, that he
ic*teed to s*
aid cenve) certain
may be
real esta:*- situated ir. VS irterport,
belonging
to said ward ai c
t-cr bed in aaid
petition.

of said *state
Application that
bond be r«q-:red fr -m said administratrix
contained in the etitio*) for probate thereof.
Petit!
presented by said Jo-epbine Lw
Banks. so
heir at-i»» of s*,d deceased.

the txecu.rx named therein a: d
‘aid petition.
A, p. icat.on that r.o
r<q itred of **;d x-cutr.x is Co&uiu
the p-etiii^p :. r tr-.bate thereof

person

O «* K

Y

N C W

Successors to Hutchins Bros.

ministratrix

le

adm r.i*’rator

W. S. Par-

COMPANY,

Hutchins &

tax.

<*.

G. her: hate moved

of Mr. ana Mrs.

of

Estate f Nelson Gordon, la e of Tr crsdike
Albert D. Snow. ;»te of W inter, ort. dfeeas
F.rst ar*i fina. account presented for allowed
W .: 1 a:.: petition for probate thereof
nd
ance by Emma 6. Gordon adu
inistratrix.
that .etters testamentary issue :. rant.ie A.
Estate of Lyman VS. Wentworth, late of
bcowt she being the executrix amed therein !
rt.
F: s* and final account presentee
and preset's
d peu'ion.
Application tbat Se>»rsp
fi r aJiuwacce by Amriia C.
no bond
Foul, executrfx.
required fr.m sad executrix is*
c ntamed in the
Estatr of vharif# p W'tx.dbury. late of
petition for probate thereof.
Freedom)
First
er.-J
account
Thaddees I. Hux'^ro. late of Br cks. de
presented
Cea»*d.
Petition that Clara E Huxford or foe allowance b. Henrietta B. Woocbury, ad
miciafatnx.
son.e other suitable
intcd
a
c*e

the summer.

been visit.ng it the tome of Qer
Ralph Clark.

n

is

being

ed in

terminal.

no

presecta

bond

CINTAUN

own-

Henrietta Gi.rn iate if Prospect, dev eased
Petition that Jos*.-phi e G. Banks or some
o her suitable person mty be
aDpoioted ad-

i s-id

..-jt t

tcundon the properly

1 irgly

.or

letters testamentary

the vote to have the
grounds mowed and put in good shape for
Memorial Day and to be kept so through
most
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W rk, late of Jackson.
of Joel A
Petition of J*m*s Work, administrator, that
the Judge of Probate may determine who are
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entitled t
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One thing that will interest the
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Estate
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In Use For Over 30 Years

Estate of Israel W. Parker, late of Belfast,
Petition of Nellie :\ Fletcher, executrix, for
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Tne finest feldspar found in Maine for
sears has
just been uncovered by
"Bua” Cunningham in Georgetown. It is
:s known as Cana ..an pink feldw .at

t
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Freedom, Sept

Frank Ciement and Coyte and Porter
Ingraham have been picking their sweet
corn for the Brocks factory.
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The
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To all ptiscrs interested in ether ot the
estate* hereinafter nerr.eo:

Lira Fsn'cn was recent y in Union
a nc Rick tic tic h.s aunts, Mrs Maliie
Cross and Mrs. Li an Prouly, came
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primary, Mias Teck; Elliogwoods Corner, is recovering slowly.
Um Stapies;lower primary Frances EldMrs. OsC2r Hathaway is at heme from
ridge; Whites Corner, Mrs. Effie Perkins; Tenant’s Harbor, where she was the
Morton.
Bain Hill Cove, Berths Damon; West
guest of her brother, Leiand
Winterport, Myra Porter
who
spent the
Mrs. Abbie W. Myrick,
is
summer with Miss Carrie Weymouth,

ScbooU began in

VcDcna d and two

s.ster

were

Eben Vose and

It is

pleasant. 'It contains
other narcotic substance.
neither
Its
For more than thirty years it
age is its guarantee.
has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and B wels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleep.
The Children’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.

Frark Clement recently
Jackson's 'n Freelom,

Mr. and Mrs

harmless substitute for Castor

a

Soothing Symps.
Opium, Morphine nor

Drops

Mr and Mrs. Percy Mickies and son of
10
on Frank Cement Sept
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All roads led to Monroe last wee
the great fair was held.
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got the blue ribl. city fair.
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Never attempt to relieve your baby with a
remedy that you would use for yourself
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Love’s Old

quick

As

and reliable

^Making 20 Years of Racing

Dream

Serve Car Owners Ooday

By MARTHA MAC WILLI AMS
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ilc.osene
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run
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McClure
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Newspaper Syndicate.

IN

in sleep Is wholly imposI let tie J.euh l.awrence

sible, Mrs.
achieved that Imposslhllity. Certainly
she awoke feeling horribly embarrass. (1, fun of hot shame arid selfdisgust. But ns site sat up. rubbing
an
eye, glancing about her tine, or-

her

troubling

was

a

hardly past

recluse;

Oil Heaters

rather

the honeymoon.
a

I.ndy

No

(

here, there, everywhere, in
or health, nt funerals or festivals.
The neighborhood, whole and
Some units
several, swore by her.
of it swore nt her—deep down.
On the surfnee It would have been
even for a man who had
wooed and wooed, only to lie laughed
away, not with scorn, hut in the kindliest fashion.
Nobody had ever been

dangerous

can now

from
tate.

always been recognized as the ideal, safe,
fuel.
And this newest New Perfection is a
cooking
year-round range—it is so satisfactory, quick, odorless and easy to take enre cf.

Use

SDCONY
KEROSENE

OF

NEW

the best there is

National political party.
Although Representative Robertson did
not discuss political issues in her address
accep ing the nomination as Chairman of
State Convention of Oklahoma, yet her address was so characteristic and has so much of the “human
touch”—and, we may add, of the “womanly touch”—that it is worthy of reproduction, as follows:
“I accept with reverent gratitude tf^e
honor which you have conferred upon
me, not as an individual but as a recognition of^ new element in American governI was born in this state, of pioneer
ment.
missionary parentage, the descendant of
ten generations of Presbyterian ministers,
with no drop of blood in my veins which
did not flow through that of exiles who
came to found religious and political freedom in a new country, and who were
soldiers of the Revolution.
"Yet, with this ancestry, a pioneer woman by necessity doing a man’s work
from my early girlhood, 1 was a strong
anti-suffragist. Never having had sheltered life of the home woman, that life
seemed always to me the highest privilege of humanity.
"Six years ago I ran for county superintendent of schools on the Republican
ticket, because the school is the complement of the home; the teachers carry out
the mothers’ work, and women, I feel,
should hold offices in the school manageAt that
ment, district, county and state
time I was elected a delegate to the state
convention and scornfully refused to attend, taking the ground that women had

Republican

the

no

place at Buch a gathering.
"You know the story of the intervening

How the war came; how the men
to the firing line, and the women
stayed at home, not merely to weep and
pray, but to work and take up what had
heretofore been considered man’s work
exclusively. So suffrage came by the
vote of men—not women.
1 did not want the war- nor did anyone, but the war came; I did not want suffrage, but the Lord sent it; and it became
our duty as women citizens to take up the
Wowork so few of us had asked for.
men now must not be slackers; they must
years:

went

take their

placesquietly,unobtrusively,

as

lovers of home and country, and
save for the world American liberty

earnest

help

and freedom.
"I speak to you to lay as one who has
tried to live according to my oath of office,
I
*nd to stand upon my firm platform

Christian, American, Republican—
following fads; not voting for any
class legislation; not even that of sex—
but try to keep a straight, unwavering
*
Path.
“As in my case, so you will find it to be
*ith the majority of women. They will
not push forward; they will not rush into
* share of the
government. They want
to be asked for.
They will not sacrifice
nd
their femininity in the new duties.
am

l

a

not

they

may not be depended upon in politics
man with chivalry and faith and
loyalty, as in choosing life partners, will
oall women into this new place in Govern-

unless

ttent. The Republican party realizes this,
and my election today I accept as the
Wrongest possible proof of the statement
* am
making. I thank you.”
I he

lowly sardine is not to be scorned
because nothing can exceed it, for those
^ho like it, when it is drenched in lemon
luice. All Eastport sardine factories are
running on time with extra night work

Jince the month opened.
tinue
somewhat plentiful.

Heiring

con-

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER S

CASTO R \ A

of

the double

es-

Incredible—that

Pressley

Dan-

him—that when site had gone for her
hat so as to drive away with him to
a
minister, she had come back to a
'pace empty of all hut a small, grinnin. I I. k lad, who had piped cheer“I>at ar gentemun he told me
ily:
ter lake an' tell you he Tint never
’’
coinin' hack, no mo

YORK

SUPERFEX

Miss Alice M. Robertson, Representain Congress from Oklahoma, has
I tive
brotien another record.
Not o ily has she
delivered the only Protective Tariff speech
ever delivered by a woman in Congress,
but she is the first woman who ever acted
as Chairman of a State Convention of a

renewal

of hand to marry him—that she lmd
consented on the spot, filled with a
sudden curious heart-warming toward

NEW PERFECTION
Oil Range
Miss Robertson Chairman of State
Convention.

The Master Driver and Tire
Builder has given the public a new
standard of tire wear and tire cost—
a true economy that every car owner
should know about.
Your Oldfield dealer has thesj
facts—talk to him.

dridge, whom she barely knew, had
driven to her doorstep, asked her out

26 Broadway

with

any

wholly

housefurnishing
dealers—everywhere
CO.

day driving.

with poor, dead Dudley not a
way of roses. But never by any chance
did she name such things outside. Indeed. they remained Inarticulate even
to her inner consciousness.
And she had Waked from a dream

and hardware

OIL

the way to

ence

There is a dealer in your community who wdl gladly
demonstrate this range for you. Do not fail to see it in
actual operation before you buy a new stove
It is
thoroughly endorsed by the well-known Good Housekeeping Institute.

STANDARD

pointed

race

From the height of a serene
maturity she saw clearly such changes
in herself, as might have made exist-

Oil has

At

he built them
Oldfield that

Practically every important

event

rejected outright—Mrs. Betty was too
wise, eke too kind, for that. She gave
hearty approval to second marriages—
for other people.
Yet she did not plead devotion to a
memory—father n personal shrinking

obtain an oil range with e:l the
cooking speed and general satisfaction of a gas
stove. The latest model New Perfection Oil Ranee
with Superfex Burners has become as popular in the
city as it is in suburban homes.

YOU

speed

as

Barney
tests

better tire for everyday use.
The enthusiastic reception of Oldfield Cords by the public proved he
was
right. Scores of the most
prominent dealers in the country—
and many thousands of car owners,
experienced in the use of tires—bear
witness by their decided preference
that Oldfield is doing a bigger and
better job of tire malnng.
This volume, handled in an effec*
tive way in every phase of manufac-

Beneficent,

helping

m

for three years has been won
on Oldfields. The Wichita Test Run
in which an entire set of Oldfield
Cords covered 34,525 miles on rough
roads proves the mettle of the Most
Trustworthy Tires Built in every-

these

sickness

m

to his

a

She lived alone and self-stifllelent—
had done it all the thirty years since
her young husband had died when they
were

you’d

ing demand for tires
—convinced

dream—nothing

ture and distribution, has resulted
price quotations far below what
expect on tires known to be
better built and more enduring.

in

win every race—studied tires.
His consistent success led other
drivers to ask for tires constructed

specifications.
Twenty years of road and track
victories—with a steady and increas-

more.

PERFECTION

early days of automobile
Barney Oldfield—out

to

derly room, her mood change .| utterly
—she fell hack upon the pillow with
«
gurgling laugh as she realized that

Save your coal! No
need to start the furnace so early. A Perfection Oil Heater will
chase the chills away.

the

contests,

MAIN! ’S

How long are the people of this country
to remain quiet while Gompers, Lewis,
Jewell and other union leaders try to stop
industry and starve the people?
Under the misnomer of “collective bargaining,” these labor leaders ciaim the
right to stop every railroad train anJ coal
mine in this country.
No oue objects to
“collective bargaining,” but we ail ought
to object to “monopolistic birgaining.”
Why should the working rules or wages
apply to an entire country when local

Why should

the same wages be paid a man in Androscoggin county as in New York city?
There are nearly 300,000 miles of railroad track in the United States, some in
thickly settled district* like metropolitan
New York; some in farming districts like
the Dakotas and Texas; some in the Rocky
Mountains. There are nearly 10,000 bituminous coal mines in the United States,
with veins of coal varying in thickness,
some in thickly settled communities, some
in mountain districts
Why should the
same wage and working condition apply
The work may be the
everywhere?
same, .but the conditions differ materially.
How can one arbitration board decide all
the multitudinous questions that arise in
the United States? It cannot.
It is about time that our nationahofficials, executive and legislative, appreciated that the unions are a small percentage
of the people of this country, and began
to consider the rest of us.
Why should the United States statutes
attempt to exempt labor unions from laws
that apply to the rest of the people? Why
shouid the state legislatures, under the
guise of “humanitarianism,” piss laws
which Lewis says will prevent any coal
being mined in Illinois or Indiana until he
gives the word?
It is time for the great majority of the
people to demand their rights They need
no
more
government bureaus covering
the entire country.
They want no compromises with those who would stop industry and starve the people. What we
need are laws applicable to everybody
with no exception in favor of any class.
What we need is less submissiveness to
Gompers, Jewell and Lewis and more consideration of 110,0(10,000 people.
The coal ,-nd railroad strikes will not
have been in vain if Congress and state
legislatives will stop class legislation.
This country is not yet ready for a reign
oi Lenin and Trotzky-Boston Herald.

SAFE, SANE AND PATIENT
Our President,
patient, kindly, but
strong an1 courageous, has applied the
principle of Truth in the nation’s affairs.
Among many things, take these for example: his action in calling the Washing
ton Peace Conference, the success of
which may be termed the first objective
toward the goal of universal peace; the
firm steps he, has taken to place public
expenditures upon an intelligent budget
It certainly took courage for him
basis.
to demand that rail rates be reduced and
that wages be reduced, but the truth ot
the situation demanded it and he acted;
again, that splendid message to Congress
of only last week, dealing with our industrial troubles in which he fearlesslycriticised both sides of our coal and railroad strikes and used this language which
should make the heart of every American
who loves his country beat more proudly.
‘‘We must reassert the doctrine that in
this republic the first obligation and the
or
first allegiance of every citizen, high
matter
low, is to his government. No
wbat clouds may- gather, no matter what
storms may ensue, no matter what hardships may attend- or what sacrifice may
be necessary, government by law must

GIANTS.BLA1NE

There

England.

If you want to be
a duke or earl, put up the mon, that is, if
you have it, and you cap be accommodated with a nice little handle to your
name. It is said the price for titles “over
across” is about as follows:
titles

on

in

Knighthood,
Baronetcy,
Baron,
Viscount,
Earl,

$ 50,000

200,000

400,000
450,000
500,000
600,000
Marquis,
That sounds interesting and it also
sounds cheap—not the price, but the
method. Nevertheles s it may not be so
different from methods here in democratTitles over here, such as we
ic America.
have, won’t bear looking into too closely in many cases. There was that oldtashioned case in Newburyport, Mass.,
where that eccentric gentleman or lunatic wished a title, so he turned his spare
change into nickels and threw them out
;
of his carriage while riding, as long as
and will be sustained
the boys would scramble after them, callMeat Supply Increased
ing out: “Lord Timothy Dexter.’’ Perhaps most of the methods used are not
dequite so crude as this but many of them
Oregon has a cow with three fully
I he American
may be as disgusting.
veloped hind legs. This is a fine scheme
If we can method seems to be that
to increase the meat supply
only make two quarters of beef grow
“The world is built upon this plan,7as the
where one grew before (or behind,
A man first makes some money
somecase may be> we shall be going
Then the money makes the man.”
| whatly.

APPLES OUR SPZC1ALT1T.
Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skillfully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick relief. Box of 24 tablets, 25
cents.
Only at

aggravating to think how much
better all things might have been.
“Mrs. Betty must have took your appetite, Uncle Jim,” Johnny Stowe said,
trying to heap a third.helping of fried
chicken upon Uncle Jim's plate. Jocularly, of course—to his amazement Uncle Jim nodded acquiescence, saying

it was

DRUG STORE

CITY

The Rexall Store
READ & HILLS,
1

“She ’most did. Say, Johnny,
what you reckon has ailed her all this
time, if now she wakes up and thinks
she could take Press Dandridge?”
“Maybe she agreed, because he up
and asked her.
None of the balance
ever did,
as far-as I know,” Johnny

>

1

I I

Proprietors,
i.;i;:.1 ila;

slowly:

returned.
Niece Nanny added sagely:
I al“You hit It right there, John.
ways felt if any man would get down
to cases, as the children say, Betty’d
find out she was tired of being lonesome."
“Well!” Uncle Jim rose ponderously
to the full stretch of his lank six feet.
“I’m going to find out about it before
I’m a day older.
And. Nance, if it
works—well, I won’t say what I'll do.”
*******

Steamships Belfast and Camden
Leive Bangor daily, except Sunday, at 2 p.
; m, (Standarc Time), Wiuterport, 2.45 p. m,.
3 3l p. in., Belfast, 5.00 p. m.,. for
Bucksport.
j
I Camden, R ckland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston daily, exceptJSunday,
I at 6 p m. (Daylight Saving Time), Leave
Rockland daily, except Monday, at 5 00 a. m„
j (Standard Time), Camden 5.45 a m., Belfast
a. m
7.15
for Bucksport, Winterport and BanI
gor-i
At Boston connection is made via the MetI ropolitan Line express freight and passenger
steamers
for New York and points South and
|
West.
cars this
i
^Another car load of Chevrolet
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
^week. Always a good car, now better
! than ever before. Here are tbe 7 new

Chevrolet J
$608 Delivered

how
Just
Evidently it worked.
Portland-New York Freight Service.
neither party to the seance ever told.
j improvements:
But next Sunday the congregation at
Direct
freight service between f^rland and
cut
with
gears.
spiral
l. N ‘W rear ex!e
l
New York is resumed from the New State
Bethlehem lost its breath for half a I 2
Improved body and lowered front ! Pier Portlani, Miine.
minute, when Uncle Jim led Mrs Betty I
seat.
!
Through rates and direct track cmlections
3
Timpkins Bearing in front wheels, with Maine Central and G*and Trunk Railup the aisle Just before the benedicbrake
it
emergency
oada
controlled
Hand
4
tion and married her out of hand.
r
lever.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
less than a month later Nanny Stowe
New top with gypsy side curtains.
5.
Belfast, Maine.
had a brand-new touring car with all
6
Improved springs.
the fixings. Mrs. Betty was the giver
7. Selective type transmission.
of it.
Uncle Jim had been hidden to
This is the lowest priced, completely
the
save his spare money> to send
Charles K Hill of Winterport,
equipped standard car in the world today,
young Stowes through college.
in the County of W’aldo and State of
backed by a company that has stood the
tf35
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the seventh
test of time. ORDSRNOAI.
day of May, 1917, and recorded in Waldo RagHE HAD ONE JUST LIKE HER.
of Deeds, Book 826. Page 13, convoyed
A. W. KNIGHT, Monroe, Maine, istry
to T. R. S tvage Co. of Bangor, in the County of
Penobscot and State of Maine, a certain parRepresentative James W. Dunbar, of
Agent far N ),:un Vi la Cauaty.
cel of real estate situate in said Winterport, in
Indiana, tells a good story about the ex-

Notice of Foreclosure

WHEREAS.

perience

an

Indiana

farmer had with

automobile from New York.

The

C iunty of Waldo and Stite of Maine, and
bounded and described as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land situated on the east aide
! of Main Street in Winterport village, iu said
; Winterport, bounded as follows: Baginning at
A five room house
| the northwest corner of the Methodist Church
I lot; thence running north on taid Main Street
! and county road sixty eight (68) feet; thence
Cemented cellar and electric lights.
easterly at right angles between the residence
A. P. LORD,
Enquire of
of said Hill and the Merrill house, so called,
Box 15t, Camden, Maine.
28
one
hundred thirty-two (132) feet; thenee
southerly at right angles sixty eight (68) feet
to the north line of the Methodise Cnurch lot:
1922 Auto License and thence westerly by said Methodist Church lot
to the place of beginning.
Excepting and re| serving, however, to the said Charles R. Hill,
his heirs and assigns forever, a right of way
must
be
sworn
to.
I
APPLICATIONS,
j as now existing for teams and foot passengera
from said county road between the hmse and
W. LORD
store on the lot hereby conveyed to the said
Merrill house and lot for all purposes connectJustice of the Peac« ed with the occupation of slid hooie and lot?
Notary Public.
and whereas the conditions of said mortgage
tf4 has been broken,
HiyftrJ SIjc'c. Uelfist. Mamt
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof the said T. R. Savage
Co. claims a foxeclosure of said mortgage,
T R SAVAGE CO.
By EUGENE T. SAVAGE, Treasurer.
3w38
September 13, 1922

"House for Sale

an

farmer,

Registration

MAURICE

■

|
j

j

Revolving Bookcase

j
j

HOR SALE

|

For particulars app'y at the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

j

j

j

O!
course, for anything like that—but,

;

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, J*ew York. See
signature on each box.

30_High

Regulate the

30

lei. 320

Trucking
prepared to do all kinds of truck*
Furniture and piano moving •
Leave orders at the itable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
\
Telephone connection.
|W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
I

ng.

down ai
City Editor—Did you take
speaker said?
in
Cub Reporter—No, but I have it all
my head.
have it all
City Editor—Ah, I see you
—Portland Express.
tn a nutshell

Street.

Make Pure

joying

Inand ware of making any others.
cidentally, he had been n good neighnot
bor, open-handed to real need, but
lavish of himself as Betty had been.
run
Plague on It! They ought to have
Too late now, of
In double harness.

Dr. Hester Brows

ALGOLA PILLS

CASTOR1A
In Use

said

and factory.

j

tremity,

Fruit and Produce

Stencils furnished on app'icat-ion
Prompt and EfTi-ient Service.
References any Comm;rcisi Atency; Beacon Trust Co
Boston.

with a big load of hay, suddenly confronted a monster touring carin a narrow
round at a sharp curve, where it was an
One of them
utter impossibility to pass.
The occupants of the
had to back out.
The
auto consisted of husband and i^ife.
wife commenced souttering at high speed,
out.
The
declaring the farmer must back
husband gently tried to calm her, telling
her she was just a bit unreasonable about
light
Of course she'd never really ! the mat'er.
on fifty.
“But you can’t back the machine all
look at a man who had no looks to
that distance,” she shrilly declared, “and
besides
land
else
speak of—nor much
I don’t intend to move for anybody. That
things for old farmer should have seen us.”
and money, and live stock
The husband pointed out that this was
which he had paid with his youth, Ills
turn
middle age. Work had absorbed him, j impossible on account of the abrupt
in the highway.
been the antidote to heartbreak back
“I won’t
“I don’t c re," she snapped.
had
In the early twenties when a jilt
sit here all night and
he had had move if we have to
him.
Suppose
with
plaved
all day tomorrow.”
for Betty
sense, the luck, to try
The bedeviled husband started to argue
off further with
fellows
held
had
she
But
then?
her, when the farmer, who
so friendly It
had been sitting quietly high up on the
so_never shy, but just
smothered all chances for love-making. hay, interrupted.
himself,
“Friend,” he S'id, “never mind, I’ll
He had lived with and for
out.
I’ve got one just like
of his work- : try to back
save for the comrndery
her back home.”
had
She
creatures.
his
and
ing men
child
been luckier some ways—every
in the neighborhood loved her—and
the old and poor folk seemed to feel
no
she brought sunshine with her,
For Infants and Children
matter what the weather.
He had loved driving, striving, thrlv- i
Years
For Over
of exing, never taking advantage
Aiwa
In good bargains
but

the"

5gh"

Mirket, Boston, Mass.

Commission Merchants.

herself.
As soon as she had her
hath she called up her nearest neighbor and dear gossip. Nanny Stowe,
and fold her all about it. As she talked
she ln-nrd gurgles and explosions of
laughter over the wire—then, stoppage
of a hand over the transmitter
as
which made her certain Nanny was

Maine’s election reminds us that there
citizens of Maine old enough to go to
the story.
the United States Senate who cannot retelling
Hut she did not mind until us soundremember the death of James G Blaine.
There may he members of the Pine Tree mui’niurs
began again she caught
State lenislature who cannot recall the among them a word or two in the
foes
wit
of
the
whose
ever.ready
Speaker
growling bass tliut could belong to
called him “the Czir” until they had to
hut Nanny's Uncle Jimmy.adopt his rules in order to get business I nobody
That wouldn't have mattered in the
through the House.
Neither had the air or the tone of a
least except for the fact that Uncle
scholar yet both were men of reading, and
Jitne y and Pressley Dandridge were
both assimilated a large part of what sworn comrades.
Also, that men were
books could teach them.
Reed was an
lienee Mr. Dannotorious gossips;
he
excellent lawyer.
did
Blaine, though
|
a widower Just feeling his freenot complete his legal studies profited by I dridge.
them, and reviewed them in the light of ; dom, would tie sure to hear the whole
legislative experience. Reed, bent on mess—thus Mrs. Betty mentally charBut site called shrilly,
winning the mastery over French for I acterized it.
sometime kept a diary in that language.
"Please, please, Uncle Jim, shake your
Blaine
vigorous as his memory was, niece Nanny
good and hard for betraymust fiave exercised it, or he could not
confidence, and then give yojjr
have developed that remarkable power of ing my
to forgetting you heard
quotation—that command of names, dates whole mind
what she said."
an! boundaries in which he surpassed
nearly all his contemporaries.
“Agreed, provided you won't forget
Washington has not often seen a man | what you dreamed," Uncle Jim said
to
Blaine
in
the
will
equal
securing
good
with a huge, sighing chuckle. “Lord!
of tiis political adversaries, and yet Blaine
To think of your wasting that ori a
had as many relentless enemies in his own
such as Old
party as most men 01 long political activi- dream man—’specially
More’n a dozen of us olc\ bald
Press.
Reed’s joy in enraging the opposite
ty.
side of ihe House was like Nelson’s de- coots,
sighin' widderers and mosslight in exchanging broadsides, but most backed bachelors, mat lies to me,
We can
of these enmities were outlived.
have been ready and anxious to have
hardly imagine Reed growing so pathetic
even look at us, ever since you took
you
as Blaine in the conclusion of his tribute
off black.
Why, any of us'd give his
to Garfield. It is doubtful if Blaine could
best smile, and his hopes of heaven
have checked a would be heroic oppofor even half a chance ter spark you.
Mr. Speaker, like Henry Clay,
nent’s
I would rather be right than be President,”
1 call it right down un-Christian, this
with, “Sit down, there’s no chance of dreamin’ stunt.”
They were cast in
your being either.”
Wire won’t
"Wait till I see you.
different moulds.
Mrs. Betty
carry what you deserve,”
Blaine’s short residence in Kentucky
flung back, slamming the receiver on
was of some importance in giving him a
his head,
knowledge of the South he could not have the hook. Uncle Jim shook
acquired in Pennsylvania and still less in really achieving a creditable slgli.
Maine.
Reed was not long in the navy,
"Betty’s the best of all women," he
his Pacific coast life was brief, still we
suid judicially to Niece Nanny, moving
cannot say that these wanderings were
in her wake to the waitinsignificant. Each had in his life some- ponderously
table.
thing so far out of his ordinary routine ing breakfast
He looked over it with approval—It
that he could never forget it.
Blaine’s finest speeches suggest careful was so neat, so pretty, the smell of
Reed was at his best
work in a library.
everything enough to drive a hungry
when suddenly called upon to answer an
And he might have it all
man crazy.
not
could
Reed
oppouent.
Apparently
the time instead of only when he
have written history, nor did Blaine say
stayed all night somewhere, if only he
of a line of opponents that they displayed
hud a wife—the right sort.
the uniformity though not the utility of
sort—no better
an equal
number of Dutch wind-mills,—
Betty was the right
(The National Republican.)
housekeeper in the county easy to
look at, as the boys said, trim nnd
HERb AND THERE.
on her feet, even if she was close

(Oxford Democrat, i
seems to be a bargain sale in

Aspirin Tablets

Almost 75 years in the same location in Boston’s Big Market. Established 1848.

to

are

COLE, Inc.,

94 to 102 Fansuil Hill

laugh'd on till she was weak.
The joke was too good to keep all

AND REED

PURETEST

HALL &

enough

for blushes, even by
a widow of fifty, you will admit.
Mrs.
Hetty’s sense of Humor was of the
liveliest—as the situation cleared she
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Mrs Justina Hardin greturned from her
at the ola home at Prospect
f erry last week and is again with her
daughter, Mrs. Gerry Harding.

BANGOR. MAINE
Established 1839

|

Belfast

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

Nickerson have

Comet Grange will hold ita next meetSaturday evening, Sept. 23rd.

summer

ing

)

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

Hall,

Mr. and Mrs Walter J
moved to Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Black were in BosMr. Dawson Brewer, Mr. Edward I ,-ton last week on a business trip.
Littlefield and two otheis employed at
Arthur iirowa was the weekend guest
Ellsworth came home Saturday for the > of Louis Linby at » bite’s Corner, v\ inweekend. They returned Sunday night.
ter port.
Mr. Libeus Ward well of Camden wiib
Mrs. Jose trescott left recently for
hia mother, Mra. John Ward well, and Bangor to visit before leaving tor Bionkmotored
up
Rockland
sister Lizzie of
line. Mass.
Sunday, dining with Mrs. John LancasRev. rt m Vaughan will speak at the
I ter.
lh.s
church next Suuuay at l o'clock
Mrs. Ells Bowden, who has been spend
will he his last sermon for the season.
with
her
weeks
daughthree
the
past
ing
!
Mr and Mrs. fry ing Howe returned lo
ter, Mrs Fred Hodgdon, in Banger, re! turned to her home at Cape Jelhaon last Boston the first of the week, after a
three w-eeks’ stay at their bungalow.
week.

petent workmen of the best matenals
obtainable.
The result has been the entire satisfaction of Clarion users.
We want to show you through our
dealer.

Sold by W. A.

SWAM II LE.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clifford and ion
and daughter of Bangor arrived last Friday to visit Mr. Clifford’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Clifford.

Mr.

Mr. Charles Staples, younger son of
the late CipL snd Mrs Charles Staples,
at one time reaidenta of this village, is in
town, at present with Mr. Lewis Stsples
at Cape Jellison.

and

Mrs.

vtendall

Marden

daughter Ruth of Medford, Mass.,
recent

guests

ot

.is

and
were

sister, Mrs. A. E.

Cunningham.

Sale
Big Two Days’
Sept.
Friday and Saturday,

RIGHT
that

in the

season

22 and 23

when you need the class of

Not

merchandise

article in the Sale that is out
of season. And as to value we promise that we will keep up our
reputation of giving you all you could expect.
Our reason for this Sale at this time is: We have discontinued
now going to change our
our millinery department and are
stock
other
so we are going to
for
room
make
goods,
to
around
move
with
your
them
of
help._
part

offering.

we are

an

Mr. EdwinS W.l-onof Bangor, genI
Miss Dole and Miss Drummond of Ban- eral manager of the National Lite tnsur
Lud C Havener and Miss Lucillee HavMrs. Clara Griffin Thursday, ance Co., was the weineud guest ot Mr.
ener his returned
to
their home in gor cilled on
the three going for lunch to the College L. D. Hartshorn and family.
Worcester, Mass. Miss Lucille spent the
Inn in Sesrsport and thence on to Belfast,
Miss Alva Tupper returned Friday from i summer here with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Trundy motored
Havener, who
home at night.
a visit with friends in Portland.
to Cleuburn Sunday with Mr. ai d Mrs.
will return borne later in the season.
Mr. ; returning
Miss Fern Folta of Springville, N. Y., Havener spent his vacation with his fami
Searsport and were
Mr. John C. Stowers was in the village Leon Trundy ot
ia visiting Miss Lucy True Ross.
4
guests 01 the ladies’ parents, Mr. and
ly here.
and
; Wednesday of last week, on his return
1000
•irs. C. M. Howard.
from Bangor, accompanied by his daugh.
Ralph Tupper left Monday for a visit
i
no
a
more
at
Funeral
services
can
for
it
M.
Nicker- ter Miss Miriam, just arrived from an exHenry
with relatives in North Berwick.
to
Mr. and Mrs A D Moody, son David
son, who died at the heme of his son, tended trip for the summer in Europe.
J C. Lombard has returned from a trip Herman Nickerson in Stockton
at
and daughter Iva in. ’ored to Ellsworth
in
on
36
Springs
to Houlton, Presque Isle and Van Buren,
Neighbors to the number of six, cele- Sunday wi.h Mr Charles Clements oi
Tuesday, Sept. 12, were held Thursday
N. B.
brated Mrs. L. S Titcomb’s birthday on Searsport and wire guests of Mr. Kred
from the Nickerson home.
Rev. Hatold
time.
Rounds and fam.:>.
Mrs. Irving P. Rich and two children, Le May of the Congregational church, 1 Friday evening, having a pleasant
36
William and Betty, are visiting relatives Searsport, officiated, and interment was | la the afternoon the Ladies of Bethany
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Dowling of Brookwilh
made in Mount Hope cemeter., Searsport. Chapter sewing circle presented her
in Lowell, Mass
Mass
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
line,
Mr. Nickerson was bfi years old and was a tirthday cake.
were reWilliams ot W ashmgtor, D. C
Mrs Lillies Merrill left recently to
born in Swanville.
He leaves a widow,
Mrs. Mildred Mitchell, who had t-eeo cent guests of Mr Dowling’s aunt, Miss
spend the wintir writb relatives in Yar- one daughter, Mrs. Ralph
pure
our
Bradley of in town for the past fortnight, left Wed- Louise Cunningham
j
moulhport. Maine.
own
Searsport, and two sons, Marshall Nicker- : nesday afternoon, Sept. 13th, for Bangor
are
j
Capt and Mrs C. N. Meyers and Miss son of Belfast and Herman Nickerson of
Mr. H. G. Appiin returned home to ,
Violet Meyers are enjoying a motor trip to Stockton Springs.
) to remain for the night with her cousin, Somerville, Mass., by Monday's boat.
for
up
Quarter
Thursday
Miss
Mattie
some very
leaving
Trask,
on
the White Mountains.
He was accompanied by Hermit S. Nickher home in Port Washington, N. Y.
The
remains
of
Mrs.
Martha
to
N.
who
enroute
was
Nichols,
Hanover,
H.,
son,
Wister Evans of Philadelphia arrived
widow of Capt. Edward Pavson Nichols
Mr. H. L. Hopkins, Mr and Mrs. Geo.
to enter Dartmouth College.
recently and is with his family at the of
•
•
•
of
per
with
ar*
son
and
Bucksport,
formerly
H.
Jr.,
Searsport,
Hopkins
George,
:
in
Union St.
Whittier bouse
Mrs. Irving Howe entertained at her
rived in Searsport Saturday from Phil- Mr. L. A. Gardner motored to bar Harlast
friends
a
few
bungalow
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Towers and son adelphia, and were interred in the family !1 bor Sunday in the Hopkins car.
Saturday
we
The
per
Jack of Houlton were recent guests of lot in Elmwood cemetery.after a commit- Hopkins returned in the late afternoon, afternoon. Those present were Mrs. Mawhen you
ria Goodhue, Mrs. L. S. Black, Mrs Carcost.
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Lombard.
al service at the grave. Rev. Harold E.
but Mr. Gaidner remained until Monday.
mail add 5c lb for postage. We
rie Houston and Miss Harriet M. NickerMrs Melvin B. Thompson returned j Le May officiating. Mrs. Nichols died in
Mr. George Pierce was a business visi- son.
on Thursday, Sept
guarantee this yarn to be
14, at the
Monday from a brief trip to Boston, where { Philadelphia
He
She was Miss Martha tor in town Wednesday, Sept. 13th.
age of 79 years.
or we will take it back.
Schools began Monday w ith the followshe went to join Mr. Thompson.
Mills of Levant, and after her marriage was accompanied by Mis. Annie K. Gifing teachers: District 1 and 2, Mrs. W.
who
was forTowers and to Capt. Nichols she lived for a number ford of St. Andrews, N. B.,
Mr. and Mrs Walter
Dickey; district No. 5, Mrs. L. B. NickerI ater the family merly Mrs. James Treat of Frankfort, son
daughter, Louise, left Wednesday for a j of years in Searsport.
substituting for Mrs. Russell Little
week’s camping trip to Ripogenus.
moved to Bucksport.
She leaves three and Mrs. Glidden of Frankfort w ho call- lield-fora
time; district No. 7, Watson
ed on Miss Mary Hicbborn.
Mrs
Page
of
daughters,
Henry
PhiladelMr. and Mrs William M. Parse and
Nickerson.
j
A
Mrs.
of
phia,
Nichols
Joseph
Bucksport,
Mr. George Stickney, who was taken
or
Capt. and Mrs. Joseph 0. Sweetser left
4 ounce
up
Mr.
and
Miss
Mrs.
R.
and
Grace
C.
Nickerson
and
Nichols
of
Bucksport.
to
in
Thursday fora camping trip to Kipogenus.
I to the Eastern Maine General hospital in baby
Charles
Mr.
T.
Irving,
George
away there last
A pretty home wedding occurred on I Bangor recently, passed
Miss Frances Pettee of Boston is the
daughters Avis and Edna
week and the body was brought to Cape Nickerson,
guest of her mother, Mrs George Pettee,
Monday, Sept, lltb, at the residence of Jellison for interment on Saturday. He Mae, motored to Bangor Sunday for the
at the Pettee summer home on the Shore Capt. and Mrs Charles M. Nichols, when
was
70 years of age.
Rev. Herbert latter’s daughter, Gertrude, who had
their daughter, Mabel Iona Nichols of
road.
been the guest of Mrs. E. L. Cunningham
attended the services.
Knight
became
for ten days.
the
bride
of Hollis j
Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Smith are moving Searsport,
James Hall of Boston, formerly of Milo. ;
Mr. H. H. Hatt and family, Mr B. B.
into the Brown
house in Steamboat The
Mrs. Arthur Young and sou Franklin,
ceremony was performed at high noon Sanborn and
family, Mr. George C.
recently
Mrs.
■venue,
occupied by
Lillias
Rev.
Harold
E.
of
the
First
Fletcher and family and Mr. Vf. H. Mor- and her sister, Miss Lillian M. Deetjen of
•
LeMay
summer
by
.Merrill
Congregational church, the double ring rison and family attended the Clement Portland, arrived Sept. 11th for a two
vests to
weeks’
at
the
• -»
home
of
the
former’s
usad
stay
The
Monroe
service
Hatts
being
in
Sunday.
«hiU
Th? bfit'a,■' who was reunion
Mr. and Mrs. Leon White and tw„
Mr.
r
•«;
aud S8n.borDS are distantly connected aunt, Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson.
out.
dren of B.ngor were recent guests of given in marriage by tier iduiei,
Young arrived Monday to spend the rethe Ciem?Qt /k®11}'with
Canton
in
white
handsomely
gowned
White's parents, Mr.fand Mrs. A. E.
mainder of the week.
crepe,.hcf veil of tulle being caught with
Mr. end Mrs. Albert M. Amea return'
Trundy.
The grange supper and entertainment
oranye blossoms and pearls. Her only ed to their camp at the Sandypoi< t shore
She
of
a
brooch
was
\
pearls.
Capt. M»!ville Nichols left Wednesday ornament
at Fort Point cove, Saturday night, being at the hali Saturday evening was a deasters
white
the
of
a
shower
carried
bouquet
The Boys’ and Girls’
tot Seattle, Wash., after spending
at heme the previcus week. They were cided success.
summer
D. and lilies. The bride was attended by ber
■ummer as the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hich- Club made a fine shewing. The piogram
v ho wore
M.
Ethel
Miss
Nichols,
C. Nichols.
sister,
follows: Violin solo, David
our
born. Tuesday the Eastern Star sewing was as
orchid satin with overdress of filmy lace, circle met with Mrs. Ames, a goodly Moody, with piano accompaniment, Mrs.
Miss Beatrice Rich who has been for and
in
sizes
orchid
of
arm
an
36
to
44.
bouquet
{carried
L. B. Nickerson, two selections; club
number being present.
the past week the guest of friends in
gladioli. The groom was attended by his
Fitzgerald; recitation,
I
...
story, Thomas
3
Massachusetts, has returned to her home :
Francies
son
and
the
he
and
St
Hall
of
Mr
S.
pies
George
Stanley
Milo,
brother,
Miss Celia Nickerson; reading, Mrs. Donin Searsport.
arrival from Pittsfield Sunday morning, ald
; groom wearing the conventional wedding
dem
were
Thayer; creamed carrots
Miss Myra Webber, daughter of Mr. attire. The wedding march was played by auto and carried Mr. S ’s brother onstrated by Iva Moody, Mildred Belleto the Gay Private Hospital in deau and
and Mrs. Wesley Webber of this town, by Mrs. Stanley Hall, sister-in-law of the Flitner
Mary Myrick, during which
The greatest sympathy is ex
has entered Castine Normal school for a
The rooms were very tastefully Bangor.
groom.
time Clyde B. Nickerson, who raised the
an
inAfter the tended to “Flitner,” who has been
flowers.
course of training.
carrots, read a club story. Mr. N. S,
j decorated with cutcut
the wedding cake, valid for many years and more sufleringly Donahue of Belfast made very interestceremony the bride
An overflow school from the grades in
and a buffet lunch of salads, rolls, olives, so, the past few months.
ing remarks and called on Mr. Z. D.
Union schoolhouse is in session in the upThe
cake and coffee, was served.
remarks and
Miss Isa- | ices,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Harriman of Hartshorn, who made a few
per rooms in the engine house.
boat
bridal couple left on the afternoon
1
by their 19-year ended with a good joke. The {frizes were
accompanied
Waterville,
belle Closson is teacher.
Toronto
for Bostoo, en route to Montreal,
Prize bisold daughter Miss Flora, a sophomore at awarded the club as follows:
bride’s
The
traveling
Mrs. Lily Minton and grandson, William and Niagara Fails.
cuit, Mary Myrick; prize corn, Clyde B.
and nephew, Clifford Meyers, a
blue trimmed with beaver Colby,
Harriet LenMinton, left Friday for New York City, suit was of dark
graduate of Yale, and now a chemist in Nickerson; prze chickens,
beautimatch.
with
hat
to
and
Many
the
fur,
after apending several weeks in town,
New York, were in town Sunday in their fest. The proceeds were about $11.
and
cut
of
china,
ful
gifts
glass,
silv-r,
guests of Miss Georgia Ford.
Mrs. Harriman was a native of this
Be- car.
I linens, also money, were received
tow'n, .daughter ot the late Mr and Mrs
MUKkILL.
Mrs. Ashby Nash and daughter Bever- sides the immediate family, the guests inWilliam G. Moulton.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
ly, of Tewksbury, Mass., are guests_ of cluded Mrs. Scott Blanchard, sister of
1’KIU.
bfcu AS1
Cl’RRHNT.
Rev. E. E. Harrison of the M. F. I
W
ilMrs.
Mrs. Nash’s parents, Mr. and
Mr. B. J. Whitney, assistant claim
: the
bride, and son Scott, Jr., of BrookIp the District Court <>f the United Mates for
Achorn is attending Normal church gave a very interesting and in- j
Gladys
lard P. Rich in Steamboat Ave.
Corrected Weekfy for The Journal.
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
lyn, N. Y.;Mrs. W. P. Putnam of Ba.ti- agent of the Central Maine Power Co., school at Gorham.
spiring sermon to an attentive cohgrega
and Mrs. Amos A. Dow
was in town last week, adjusting the
t on, Sunday morning, from Daniel, 6-10.
Id the matter C harles H.
Mrs. Elizabeth Havener Curtis and lit- more, Md.; Capt.
PAID PRODUCER
MARKET
PRODUCE
to
Banwent
N
R
Murch.
! ,kr^tc'Miss Flora
1
of Thomaston; Mrs. Stanley Hall and claims for damages for crossing the vaI
The speaker told how King Darius apDean. Bankrupt,
tle daughters Betty aud Wilma, who
125 00
Applds, bush $1 00 Hay,
Pauline and Hazel of Milo; rious iands necessary to the change of gor Monday on a case.
To the Creditors of Charles H. Dean of Unity,
pointed 120 princes and over these, rtiree j
■pent the summer months in Searsport, daughters
9
26
Lamb,
Brans, pea,
Miss Hall of Milo, sister of the groom; the high tension wires from the village
j
in the County of Waldo and Dirt.- : afors- ;
Leona Woodbury commenced her school presidents, of whom Daniel was first,
have returned to Worcester, Mass.
9 Mutton,
20
1
e.,
Mrs. Percy Hamilton of Bangor; Capt.
streets.
Mr. L A. Coveli, outside fore- at Somerville this week.
said, bankrupt:
These officials became jealous and envi- Beaus, y.
and
40a4o
P.
75a85
Willard
cutMrs.
Rich,
1
and
Potatoes,
Cutter,
Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Nichols and Mr. Frank man of the C. M. P. Co is in town
You are hereby notified that on t- e L^th day
ous of Daniel and wanted to get him out
24 Round Hog,
12 of
Russell Jackson recently bought the of the
new
family, Mrs. Ashby Nash and daughter, Park of Searsport.
It was impossible for them Bheese,
ting the right of way for setting the
August. 1922, the said Char t? il. L'eio
way.
35
farm.
15
00a20
00
Ross
Straw,
Cliicken,
Weymouth
and Irving P. Rich attended the reunion
was duly t>rjucicated bankrupt; and that the
poles.
to find anything against his work in the
36
26a32
Turkey,
first
meet iti» of bis creditors wiU be held at
Duck,
of.the Nash family in Unity recently.
Ernest and Elmer Bryant have bought Kingdom for Daniel was faithful; it must ;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sanford of New’
46 Veal,
16 the < ffiee ol Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank
God. ; Eggs,
him concerning his
Blfast.
be
in
route
Harbor
who
and
milk
last
Bar
against
farm
town
of
a
iu
were
Spratt
ctn'dren
Frank
two
York with
Mrs.
30
Wood, hard, 11 00 Building, in Belfast, in sa;d District, on the
Fowl,
Then they asked King Darius to make a
Mr, Sanford
week calling on relatives.
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs. F.
32 Wood, soft,
8 00 6th day of October, 1922, at 10 o'c. ck in the
Mr. and Mrs. John Berry and Mrs. firm decree that whosoever should ask a Geese,
been
had
Point
forenoon, at which time and place the said
at
Fort
Wood
of
found
his
last
E. Roulstone through the summer, left
cottage
visited
Searsport
Mrs. Susan
motored to Bangor
Jackson
Riley
for
or
God
thirty days,
man,
RETAIL MARKET i creditors may attend, prove their cla ms, appetition of
RETAIL price
Thursday for her home in Bar Harbor.
looted, every thing in the bedding line Friday.
Mrs. Clifford N. Fletcher last week.
be
cast
into
the
should
the
save of
King,
2 20 point a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
but the mattresses having been taken,
Beef, corned, 30a32 Lime,
transact such other business as may properly
Eugene downing of Bangor, who was
Mrs. Clara McG. Griffin spent Monday also silver ware, table linen, etc., etc.
Waldo County Hospital drive, den of lions. When Daniel knew the Butter salt,
the
At
60 come
18a32
Oats,
before said meeting./
engaged to fill the position of assistant in with relatives and friends in Searsport.
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SEARSPORT

__

j

36 in. Outing Flannel
of Outing Hannel right
Big having.
when you need
fancy patterns.
inches wide
Sale Price.16c

yards

|

inch white.

j

Sale

price

23c

Millinery Trimmings

|

desirhand
We have
able trimmings, including Feathers,
Feather Bands, Ornaments, etc., for
shall sell below the
fall hats which
need
Just
wholesale

j
|

them.

__

Cotton Blankets

Sizes

66x80, weight lbs.,
double.
be bought
Probably
sell
this price.. Not many pairs

left.

Sale Price

<£2 30

Stocking and Mitten Yarn
Spun from

wool raised in
State. Colors
Black, White
and Dark Gray—put]
in
pound skeins. Sale Price, Gray and
lb.
White;

Sale

$1 25

Price, Black,

lb.,

absolutely

_satisfactory

!

Odd Lot Union Suits
few odd lots of ladies’ fleeced union
close. Sale
suits
large sizes

Price.75c

Scotch Iron Yarn

Black

skeins,

Dark Gray put
worth 70c skein.

in
Sale Price

59c

Summer Vests

Odd Lot Vests

|

| gQ

By

One lot ladies’ fleeced

close

Ladies’
weight undervests
put in this Sale, in all sizes,

Sale Price

59c

29c and 42c

Royal Society Crochet
Cotton

All

Price,

white and colors.
balls for

Sale

25c

Summer Union Suits

Ladies’
weight Union Suits,
Forest Mills make right from
Sale
regular stock, sizes
Price

59c

■-

--

We shall also include in this sale many small lots and odd lots of
good dependable merchandise at sacrifice prices.

TERMS CASH.

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY
High Street,

Masonic Temple,

Belfast, Maine

j

1

—

STOCKTON SPRINGS

LOST

j

b»fj®*

FREEDOM

1

r?ur?1J

j

CuasEJohnsosJ^II^

—

TO LET

|

NOTICE

TO PROPERTY

OWNERS

(information tree)

abutting

property

BROOKS-MERRILL

ARBORCULURISTS,

table.

